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Déardaoin, 23 Feabhra 2017

Thursday, 23 February 2017

Chuaigh an Cathaoirleach i gceannas ar 10�30 a�m�

Machnamh agus Paidir.
Reflection and Prayer.

23/02/2017A00100Business of Seanad

23/02/2017A00200An Cathaoirleach: I have received notice from Senator Colm Burke that, on the motion for 
the Commencement of the House today, he proposes to raise the following matter:

The need for the Minister Education and Skills to clarify the current position on fund-
ing being provided for a new primary school, Scoil an Athar Tadhg, in Carrignavar, County 
Cork, and to confirm that it will proceed to the tendering process early in 2017.

  I have also received notice from Senator Aidan Davitt of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport to review the delays to con-
struction works on the N52, which are envisaged to involve the total closure of a national 
road for three months, and to consider weekend and night shifts in order to ensure comple-
tion of the project in two months�

  I have also received notice from Senator Catherine Noone of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Health to outline if he will take steps to seek an immediate 
resolution of the industrial relations issues in the Civil Registration Service which are hold-
ing up the commencement of section 97 of the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015�

  I have also received notice from Senator Pádraig Mac Lochlainn of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Health to ensure the appointment of a second consultant 
breast surgeon at Letterkenny University Hospital, as confirmed by the Government over a 
year ago, and to address the growing waiting list for patients for appointments at the hos-
pital�  

  I have also received notice from Senator Jennifer Murnane O’Connor of the following 
matter:

The need for the Minister for Health to give an update on the status of the Holy Angels 
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new school building and the current position regarding funding�

  I have also received notice from Senator Victor Boyhan of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government to 
clarify the current status of the Government’s proposals to reduce the size of local electoral 
areas, as referenced in the Programme for a Partnership Government, and if he intends that 
such changes would be in place in advance of the local government elections scheduled for 
2019�

  I have also received notice from Senator Neale Richmond of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Social Protection to guarantee medium to long-term finan-
cial support for the local employment scheme�

  I regard the matters raised by Senators Colm Burke, Davitt, Noone, Mac Lochlainn and 
Richmond as suitable for discussion�  I have selected Senators Colm Burke, Davitt, Noone and 
Mac Lochlainn and they will be taken now�

I regret I have had to rule out of order the matter raised by Senator Murnane O’Connor as it 
is a repeat of a similar matter raised yesterday and the matter raised by Senator Boyhan on the 
grounds that it is a repeat of a similar Commencement Matter raised on 8 February 2017�  Sena-
tor Richmond may give notice on another day of the matter he wishes to raise�

23/02/2017A00225Commencement Matters

23/02/2017A00250Schools Building Projects

23/02/2017A00300Senator  Colm Burke: I thank the Minister for coming to the House�  A large percentage 
of the primary school building in Carrignavar comprises prefabs - I understand over 70% of 
the students are accommodated in prefabs, a situation which has continued for some years�  A 
number of issues arose over the past ten years regarding a new school building for the village�  
Over 350 students attend the school, a number which will not decrease as quite a large number 
of new houses have been built in the area over the past few years�

The condition of the school is not very good�  It is not in the best interests of the children or 
staff to work in such conditions�  Full planning permission is in place for a building that is the 
same size as the current school, but the project needs to progress�  I ask that funding be provided 
in 2017 for the project to start�

23/02/2017A00400Minister for Education and Skills  (Deputy  Richard Bruton): The brief for the major 
building project for Scoil an Athar Tadhg in Carrignavar is to provide a new two-storey, 16 
classroom school, with a four classroom ASD unit.  The current staffing allocation is 13 main-
stream teachers, five special class teachers, five permanent resource teachers, two permanent 
learning support teachers and four shared resource learning support teachers�  As of September 
2016, 342 pupils were enrolled in the school, an increase of 22, or 6%, on the figures for Sep-
tember 2012�  As the Senator said, the school numbers are not declining�

The board of management is the client for the project and is fully responsible for directing 
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the design team in regard to progressing through the design stages of architectural planning�  
As the Senator pointed out, there is some history to this project�  In 2006, a design team was 
appointed to build a new school on a greenfield site but in 2009, following a meeting with the 
board of management, the diocesan trust and the Department, it became clear that the proposed 
exchange of a greenfield site for the current school site, which had been advanced by the board 
of management, was no longer viable�  

A design team was reappointed for the new brief, that is, to accommodate a new school on 
the existing school site�    A replacement civil and structural engineer and quantity surveyor also 
had to be appointed in June 2011 following the withdrawal of these consultants from the design 
team�  The project progressed through the early design stages of architectural planning and in 
March 2016 the board of management requested a brief change which included an increase in 
floor area as a result of the stairwells and lift shaft not having been measured by the design team 
at stage 2(a); additional costs for compliance with the conditions associated with the statutory 
approval imposed by Cork County Council; and additional costs associated with a proposal for 
phased construction of the project�  The additional costs increased the previously approved cost 
plan for the project by just over £2 million�

The brief change was approved by my Department in August 2016�  The design team is 
completing the stage 2(b) submission which includes the preparation of full tender documents�  
When completed, the stage 2(b) report will be submitted to my Department for review�  My 
Department will revert to the school on the further progression of the project following consid-
eration of the report�  The project is included in the six-year construction programme 2016 to 
2021 announced in November 2015�  However, before it can be approved to proceed to tender, 
the board of management and its design team must complete their work and submit the stage 
2(b) report to my Department�  On completion of its review of that report, my Department will 
revert to the board of management on the further progression of the project to tender and con-
struction stages�

23/02/2017B00200Senator  Colm Burke: My understanding is the tender process has changed in the sense 
that the subcontractor, as well as the main contractor, must now provide all necessary docu-
ments�  As the new process is slowing up projects by a few months, can the Department expe-
dite them?  Can it assist boards of management in progressing projects at a faster pace?

23/02/2017B00300Deputy  Richard Bruton: Since January there are new tendering requirements, but they 
have been designed to protect subcontractors in situations where some of them have been ex-
posed�  They are in the best interests of the successful long-term completion of projects with 
no adverse impact on those involved�  This does not just apply to my Department, it is also a 
requirement across all Departments�  We have to spend our money effectively and this is part 
of ensuring we will do so�

23/02/2017B00400Road Projects

23/02/2017B00500Senator  Aidan Davitt: I thank the Minister for coming�  I am sure he has many pressing 
matters and I am aware that his time is valuable�  

There is quite a bit of work being done on the N52 on which a four-mile stretch from 
Cloghan to Turin is being upgraded�  It is the main Limerick to Dundalk road, but it has been 
totally closed for the past four months�  The project is well ahead of schedule as there have been 
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very few wet days, but in last week’s edition of the local newspaper it was announced that the 
road would be closed for three months from 13 March to 12 June�  During this period very little 
work will be done on Saturdays and none on Sundays�  Including bank holidays, there will be 
33 days in those three months on which no work will be done on site, even if there are no wet 
days which will cause delays in undertaking such work as moving soil�  There could easily be 
ten such days�  I implore the Minister to apply whatever pressure he can on the contractors to 
review the matter and extend their hours or work at weekends or on bank holidays�  A lot of the 
work is not being done near houses and as such could be carried out at night�  A lot of people 
will be discommoded and two businesses will be defunct while the work is ongoing, namely, 
Egan’s Statoil station and the Cloghan Inn, a pub and restaurant�  There is supposed to be local 
access, but this is a red herring as only two houses are facilitated�  The best part of 100 are not 
facilitated and their occupiers have to travel five or six miles out of their way twice a day, even 
to make one journey�  For those who make more than one trip, it adds an extra ten miles to their 
trip in each direction, a total of 20 miles�

23/02/2017B00600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport  (Deputy  Shane Ross): I would like to 
clarify that the planning and execution of construction works on the N52 and any other national 
route are operational matters in which I have no function�  As Minister for Transport, Tourism 
and Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and funding of the national roads programme�  
The planning, design and implementation of construction works on individual national roads 
are the responsibility of Transport lnfrastructure Ireland, TII, under the Roads Acts 1993 to 
2015 in conjunction with the local authorities concerned, in this case, Westmeath County Coun-
cil�  Within its capital budget, the assessment and prioritisation of individual projects are also 
matters for TII in accordance with section 19 of the Roads Act�  I understand the road scheme 
in question is the N52 - Cloghan to Billistown, phase 1, which is under construction�  The 
work area for the project which is located approximately 5 km north east of Mullingar between 
Cloghan and Turin is located largely on-line along the existing N52�  TII has advised that the 
contract was signed in August 2016 and that the construction works commenced that month�  It 
anticipates that the works will be completed on programme in August this year�

TII has allocated €8�3 million this year to Westmeath County Council for land acquisition 
and construction works.  Given the many competing demands for funding, this is a significant 
financial commitment to the upgrade of this section of the N52 and many local authorities 
would be envious of such an allocation�  

On the road closure, I understand from TII that the original intention was that the road 
closure would have occurred from September to November 2016�  However, the construction 
contractor and Westmeath County Council reviewed concerns about the shorter working days 
and the likely weather conditions during that period and it was agreed that the planned three-
month road closure would be rescheduled to commence in March 2017�  TII advises that the 
contract has not been delayed as a result of this change�  The works remain on programme, to 
be completed in August this year�  The necessary statutory road closure notice has been pub-
lished for the amended closure period and a map indicating the location of the road closure and 
the diversions to be put in place is available on the council’s website�  I also understand that, 
as part of this process, the council provided an opportunity for anyone who wished to object 
to the closure of the road to lodge a submission to the transportation section, Aras an Chontae, 
Mullingar, not later than Tuesday, 21 February 2017�  TII advises that the main driver of the 
three-month closure period is the need to address health and safety concerns.  Sufficient time 
must be allowed for the safe construction of this on-line section of the road improvement, hav-
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ing regard to the extent and nature of the construction work and the relocation of utilities�  In 
these circumstances, it is considered that a three-month road closure is prudent�

Consideration was given to accelerating the works with a view to completion within a short-
er timeframe but in light of the assessment of health and safety risks, including night time work-
ing risks and associated costs, it was not considered appropriate for this scale of project�  In 
other words, costs and safety issues are the difficulty, which I am sure the Senator will appreci-
ate.  Diversion routes are published and notice of closure and traffic management arrangements, 
including variable message signs, will be in place for the duration of the road closure�  

I note the Senator’s concerns and I will bring them to the attention of Transport Infrastruc-
ture Ireland, TII�  This is an operational matter for assessment and decision by TII and West-
meath County Council having considered the submissions received�

23/02/2017C00200Senator  Aidan Davitt: I appreciate the moneys provided for this road project�  I was to 
the fore in demanding and securing some of the outlay for it�  This stretch of road is one of the 
most deadly in Westmeath�  The last road fatality in Westmeath occurred on it�  The victim was 
a neighbour of mine who was knocked off his bicycle and killed�  May he rest in peace�  

I agree with the points made by the Minister in regard to safety and costs�  As I said, I appre-
ciate that this project is under way and I take some comfort from what the Minister had to say in 
his final remarks.  I understand that work on the project is to commence on 13 March 2017 and 
that it will be suspended from Thursday, 16 March 2017 to Sunday 19 March 2017, inclusive�

As a result of this project people in the local community will get jobs, which is great news 
in light of already announced imminent job losses, hopefully short term, in the area that will 
have huge repercussions locally�  I welcome that the Minister proposes to raise my concerns in 
regard to safety with TII�

23/02/2017C00300Deputy  Shane Ross: As I said, I will bring the Senator’s road safety concerns to the at-
tention of TII.  In light of the current precarious position of road traffic and passengers in this 
country safety is an important issue�

23/02/2017C00400General Register Office

23/02/2017C00500Senator  Catherine Noone: I thank the Minister of State, Deputy Corcoran Kennedy, for 
coming to the House to deal with this matter�  I raised a similar matter a couple of weeks ago 
with regard to the Civil Registration (Amendment) Act, which was signed into law in December 
2014�  Section 13 of that Act provides for a record of death of Irish citizens who die abroad�  
On the last occasions I raised this matter, I referenced the case of Ms Bernadette Goodwin who 
tragically lost her five-year old son, Keith, while in the north of Spain in 1972, the death of 
whom is registered in Spain�  Ms Goodwin has spent over four decades trying to have his death 
registered in Ireland�  It is my understanding that for insurance and legal reasons a death cannot 
be registered twice�  However, Ms Goodwin and others who are in this situation would be pro-
vided with some comfort and solace if this were to come into being�  We owe it to people like 
her to expedite the provision in section 13 of the Civil Registration (Amendment) Act which 
provides for a record of deaths abroad to be maintained by the General Register Office.  The 
Department of Social Protection cannot commence this section or any further section of the Act 
until industrial relations issues relating to new practices arising from the implementation of the 
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Act have been resolved�  A Commencement Order was signed in August 2015�  I understand 
that staffing and industrial relations issues in the Civil Registration Service are a matter for 
the HSE�  I further understand that a report on a review of the Civil Registration Service was 
commissioned when the dispute began and that this allowed the sham marriage provisions to 
be implemented but left everything else on hold.  The findings of that review were due to be 
published in June 2016�  However, no report has yet been published�  

There are many other important provisions that remain uncommenced due to the dispute, 
including the compulsory registration of fathers’ names on birth certificates and validation of 
embassy marriages�  It is my understanding that the Department of Social Protection is under 
increasing pressure from EU bodies and embassies to commence the latter provisions�  Apart 
from these high profile amendments to the Act, there are a host of other useful amendments in-
tended to improve and modernise the registration of births, deaths and marriages which, while 
technical, are nonetheless important, including better procedures to record neonatal deaths, 
which provision was introduced at the request of the Department of Health on the basis of rec-
ommendations made by the Chief Medical Officer.

This ongoing dispute, which is difficult to fathom from my angle, has led to an unaccept-
able delay in commencing the remaining provisions of the Civil Registration (Amendment) Act 
2014, which was enacted two years ago and 18 months since the Department of Social Protec-
tion first sought to commence its provision.  It is not clear what progress has been made by 
the HSE in bringing this matter to a close thus clearing the way for the legislation to be imple-
mented�  This is a very unsatisfactory situation that must be addressed as a matter of priority�

23/02/2017C00600Minister of State at the Department of Health  (Deputy  Marcella Corcoran Kennedy): 
I thank Senator Noone for the opportunity to address this matter�

The Children and Family Relationships Act 2015, which is the responsibility of the Minister 
for Justice and Equality, came into operation in January 2016 and put in place a legal architec-
ture to address the needs of children across a range of family structures in the areas of parent-
age, custody, guardianship and access�  The Act provides for comprehensive reform of family 
law to bring it up to date with the realities of family life in Ireland�  

Section 97 of the Children and Family Relationships Act inserts a new section 27A into the 
Civil Registration Act 2004, which permits the taking and receiving of statutory declarations 
under the Guardianship of Infants Act 1964 by registrars�  The aim of this new provision is to 
provide better information to non-marital parents and to make it easier for non-marital fathers 
to avail of the statutory declaration mechanism to acquire guardianship�  Where the parents, one 
or both, register the birth of a child, the registrar will give them a copy of the statutory declara-
tion so that they can consider whether to make a statutory declaration appointing the father as a 
guardian of the child, witnessed by the registrar�  It is clear that the commencing of this section 
will impose additional duties on the registrar�  

Another piece of legislation that provides for additional duties on the registrars is the Civil 
Registration (Amendment) Act 2014, which was enacted by the Oireachtas on 4 December 
2014�  The enactment of this legislation prompted industrial action by the registrars�  The ad-
ditional duties in this legislation involve provision to make it more difficult to broker a marriage 
of convenience in the State, the compulsory registration of fathers’ names on birth certificates 
and for a record to be registered in Ireland of deaths of Irish citizens who die abroad�
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As a result of the industrial relations action, the HSE engaged with IMPACT on the issues 
which arose�  Hearings under the auspices of the conciliation services of the Workplace Rela-
tions Commission took place in October and November 2015�  Arising from these hearings, it 
was agreed to commence an independently  facilitated review of the Civil Registration Service�  
The review was extensive and involved a visit to all of the Civil Registration Offices, as well 
as a survey which received a 90% response rate.  The review also included a staffing analysis 
based on activity and work complexity, as well as an examination of how infrastructure require-
ments can be future-proofed against additional demands on the service�  A draft report of the 
review of the Civil Registration Service was received by the HSE on 14 February 2017�  While 
a meeting will take place with IMPACT on the contents of the report before it is finalised, I 
understand that it is not anticipated that the implementation of the remaining elements of the 
legislation will be adversely affected by industrial action�

23/02/2017C00700Senator  Catherine Noone: I thank the Minister of State for her response�  I am pleased to 
hear that a draft report was received by the HSE on 14 February last�  I am sure a review of that 
report is currently under way in the HSE�  I also welcome that a meeting has taken place with 

IMPACT on the contents of the report�  The Minister of State stated at the end of her 
reply that it is not anticipated that the implementation of the remaining elements of 
the legislation will be adversely affected by industrial action�  I am not sure what that 

means in terms of a timeframe for people who would be keen to have matters such as those I 
outlined earlier registered�

If the Minister of State has any further information on timelines, I would be grateful to re-
ceive it; otherwise I can contact the Department to get same�

23/02/2017D00200Deputy  Marcella Corcoran Kennedy: We can certainly do that for the Senator�

23/02/2017D00400Cancer Services Provision

23/02/2017D00500Senator  Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: Recently in the Dáil my colleague, Deputy Pearse 
Doherty, raised the issue of chemotherapy patients from County Donegal yet again being forced 
to travel to Galway because of the failure to recruit a consultant in Letterkenny University 
Hospital�  The Minister for Health, Deputy Simon Harris, was not present that day to deal with 
the issue and Deputy Pearse Doherty expressed his outrage�  He received a massive response 
in County Donegal�  With all due respect to a very decent Minister of State, Deputy Marcella 
Corcoran Kennedy, whom I know, I am disgusted that the Minister is not here to deal with the 
issue, particularly when he knows of the anger expressed in County Donegal the last time he 
did not show up�  This is the second time there is a big issue in County Donegal related to can-
cer services and he is not here to deal with it in person�  I hope we will receive a very detailed 
response�

By way of background, two years ago the crisis in breast cancer diagnostics and surgical 
operations in Letterkenny was brought to the Government’s attention�  There was a meeting 
of the cancer campaign groups, Oireachtas Members, the HSE, Saolta and senior Department 
of Health officials to try to resolve the issues involved.  It was agreed that a second consultant 
breast cancer surgeon would be allocated to the hospital because the demands on the consul-
tant surgeons were absolutely untenable�  A year later, in January 2016, the Minister of State, 
Deputy Joe McHugh, confirmed that the then Minister for Health, Deputy Leo Varadkar, would 
shortly advertise the position and that the issue would be resolved a year after the crisis had 

11 o’clock
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manifested�  We are now two years on and I am led to understand the National Cancer Control 
Programme is blocking the appointment and that the issue will not be resolved�  The numbers 
of cancer patients in County Donegal were mentioned�  We said the breast cancer surgeon was 
dealing with 3,000 cases per annum.  The backlog is growing all the time.  People are fiddling 
while Rome burns.  I ask for a timeline and confirmation as to when a breast surgeon consultant 
will be appointed in Letterkenny to take the pressure off the consultant to whom I referred to 
make the service sustainable and give a guarantee to the people of County Donegal�  Recently 
the North West Cancer Centre was opened�  Services in counties Derry, Tyrone and Donegal 
are working together�  If there is a shortage of numbers to justify the appointment of a second 
breast cancer surgeon in County Donegal, we should look at combining counties Derry, Tyrone 
and Donegal to have the critical mass required�  

This issue needs to be sorted out.  It has been ticking for two years.  I need confirmation, on 
behalf of the people of County Donegal, that it will be sorted once and for all�

23/02/2017D00600Deputy  Marcella Corcoran Kennedy: I thank the Senator for raising this very important 
issue and giving me the opportunity to update the House on it�

In 2007, in recognition of the particular and unique geographical circumstances applying to 
County Donegal, the Department set out a very clear policy direction, approved by the Govern-
ment, that Letterkenny breast cancer service should operate as a satellite centre of University 
Hospital Galway.  Specifically, on a sole exception basis, the Government agreed that Univer-
sity Hospital Galway should be permitted to enter into outreach service delivery in Letterkenny 
as an additional activity�  This exception was subject to a number of conditions, including case 
volumes meeting the minimum criteria and all other quality assurance standards being satisfied 
on the same basis as for care being provided in Galway�  

The Saolta hospital group has always expressed a strong commitment to continuing the 
Letterkenny service as a fully integrated part of the symptomatic breast disease service in Gal-
way, including through a joint multi-disciplinary team approach�  The Letterkenny service has 
been run by a single consultant who also undertakes general surgery at the hospital�  Support is 
provided by Galway-based Saolta consultants who travel to conduct clinics in the Letterkenny 
service to meet needs arising�

Recently, with surgical vacancies arising in the hospital and patient referrals increasing 
slightly, the Letterkenny service has been under some pressure to meet key performance indica-
tors�  While a particular focus has been maintained on urgent referrals, challenges are arising 
in addressing non-urgent breast cancer referrals in a timely way�  Steps taken to address this 
included using locum consultants to undertake clinics, increased clinics undertaken by Galway-
based consultants and the referral of some women, with their agreement, to University Hospital 
Galway�  In mid-2016 a locum surgeon was in post in Letterkenny for a period and this had a 
significant impact on waiting lists.  With his departure, further measures are required to address 
the issue�   

In the short term steps are being taken to appoint a full-time locum consultant breast surgeon 
as soon as possible and Galway-based Saolta consultants will increase their level of support for 
the Letterkenny service�  Meanwhile, the requirements of the Letterkenny breast cancer service 
in the medium term are being assessed�  This is being done in light of the clear evidence that 
patients who are operated on by surgeons who carry out higher volumes of surgery achieve 
better outcomes�  Efforts have been made to recruit GP support for the Letterkenny service and 
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will be renewed�  The appointment of an advanced nurse practitioner is also being pursued�  The 
possibility of further co-operation with health services in Northern Ireland will be explored in 
the future, building on the level of co-operation achieved in the case of the North West Can-
cer Centre at Altnagelvin Area Hospital�  The centre was opened in November last year and is 
providing access to radiotherapy services for people from both jurisdictions in the north west�  

I emphasise that the Minister, Deputy Simon Harris, is very committed to providing high 
quality, safe health care for patients in Letterkenny University Hospital.  A significant number 
of capital projects have been carried out, or are planned, including a medical academy, a blood 
science laboratory, expansion of the recovery unit and renovations to provide accommodation 
for a pharmacy, a respiratory laboratory and a cardiac investigations facility�  The Minister is 
committed to the continued provision of high quality, timely services for patients attending 
breast cancer services in Letterkenny University Hospital�

23/02/2017D00700Senator  Pádraig Mac Lochlainn: The Minister, Deputy Simon Harris, should be here, 
considering his failure to be in the Dáil to take the recent related Topical Issue raised by my 
colleague Deputy Pearse Doherty.  I seek clarification.  It has been stated steps are being taken 
to appoint a full-time locum consultant breast surgeon�  In my dictionary “locum” means a 
replacement�  It is not a second full-time position to work in tandem with the single consultant 
who is there and who, as everybody knows, has been under ferocious pressure for two years�

The people of County Donegal welcomed the opening of the North West Cancer Centre in 
Derry and would welcome the combining of counties Derry, Tyrone and Donegal to provide the 
critical mass of population required to ensure patients would not have to travel from County 
Donegal to Galway or Dublin, as they have had to for years�  What has been forced on people 
in County Donegal is inhumane, indecent and wrong�  We want to know whether there will be 
a second full-time consultant breast surgeon, not a locum, something that was promised to us 
in the mouth of the general election in January last year�  We heard a statement to that effect 
from the Minister of State, Deputy Joe McHugh, on behalf of the then Minister, Deputy Leo 
Varadkar, and it was welcomed by the cancer campaign groups�  We have sat and waited�  In 
the last week Deputy Pearse Doherty and I have been advised by the cancer campaign groups 
and senior people within the hospital that the filling of the position has been blocked.  I would 
like to have it confirmed that there will not be a locum but a second full-time consultant breast 
surgeon to work with the large number of patients - as I said, 3,000 - who are being dealt with 
by the team there�  There are hundred and hundreds on what is a growing waiting list�  There-
fore, we need assurances�  Will there be two consultant breast surgeons in Letterkenny Univer-
sity Hospital?  We do not want locums or to see drop-in and out arrangements�  Will there be 
two consultant breast surgeons in order that it can be a stand-alone service which will work in 
partnership with chemotherapy and radiotherapy services?  That is what we need to strengthen 
services in Letterkenny�  In Donegal and the north west we want to ensure that cancer patients, 
from diagnostics right through to radiotherapy, can be treated within the region and do not have 
to travel�  We want equality of cancer care and equality of access for our cancer patients, and the 
Minister needs to assure us that these things are on the way�  I do not mean locums, nor replace-
ments, nor part-time drop-ins but equality of access for patients in Donegal�

I wish the Minister for Health was here as he is directly responsible for these things but I call 
on the Minister of State to give the necessary assurances�  If possible, she can get the Minister 
to contact my office to do so himself.

23/02/2017E00200Deputy  Marcella Corcoran Kennedy: The Letterkenny service has been run by a single 
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consultant but in 2016 a locum surgeon was in position to address waiting lists�  I have been 
advised that the short-term steps which have been taken include the appointment of a full-time 
locum consultant breast surgeon�  The Galway-based Saolta consultants will also increase their 
support for the Letterkenny service�  However, I appreciate that the Senator requires clarity and 
I will endeavour to get that for him�

I convey the apologies of the Minister for Health, Deputy Simon Harris, for not being here 
but he was unavoidably engaged elsewhere�

Sitting suspended at 11.10 a.m. and resumed at 11.30 a.m.

23/02/2017G00100Order of Business

23/02/2017G00200Senator  Catherine Noone: The Order of Business is No� 1, motion re the establishment of 
a special select committee on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union, 
to be taken without debate on the conclusion of the Order of Business without debate, and No� 
2, statements on the diaspora, to be taken at 2 p�m� and to conclude not later than 3�30 p�m�, 
with the contributions of group spokespersons not to exceed eight minutes and those of all other 
Senators not to exceed five minutes each and the Minister to be given five minutes in which to 
reply to the debate�

23/02/2017G00300Senator  Robbie Gallagher: A national bus strike now seems inevitable.  The financial 
challenges of Bus Éireann are not new, nor are the State’s obligations under the public service 
obligation agreement�  It is estimated that 110,000 people per day use Bus Éireann services�  
The bus is a vital mode of transport in rural areas and it allows people to travel to do business, 
students to travel to college, and families to visit one another in various parts of the country�  
Some rural communities would find it very difficult to exist without the Bus Éireann service.

The Government was told over a year ago that the company faced economic challenges but 
it did not act on them�  We now face a serious transport crisis�  Bus Éireann has a debt of €9�4 
million this year�  The most recent reports indicate it may even face insolvency in the next few 
months�  The Minister, Deputy Ross, can no longer afford to ignore this extremely serious mat-
ter�  We accept that Ministers cannot resolve disputes but Ministers can give direction�  They 
can give a direction on a political and policy commitment to meeting the obligations under the 
public service obligation agreement�  I call on the Minister to initiate all-party talks on this mat-
ter to identify a solution�  He can simply no longer afford to ignore it�  He seems to be announc-
ing anything at all to distract from having to deal with the real issue, the Bus Éireann dispute�

In order to save €1�1 million, Bus Éireann is proposing to shut down three routes, in each 
case affecting rural areas�  This might be only the tip of the iceberg�  While the unions are open 
to reforming their practices to make some savings - we have to accept that - their biggest fear is 
that the people they represent will be expected to do the same work for a lower salary�  I refer 
to getting a worker who will not agree to massive salary cuts in order that a company can save 
money�  I ask the Government to take the issue of Bus Éireann as seriously as it took the Luas 
strike�  Great efforts were made, and rightly so, to resolve that dispute�  It could have had a huge 
impact on this city�  Rural areas deserve the same attention�  Nothing has been done to resolve 
the bus dispute�  The people of rural areas deserve no less than their cousins in this city�

I ask the Deputy Leader to outline to the people what the Government will actually do to 
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prevent Bus Éireann from becoming insolvent this year.  I ask her to confirm whether the Gov-
ernment will have any input into trying to find a resolution to this dispute.

23/02/2017G00400Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I congratulate the Taoiseach�  He went into a parliamen-
tary party meeting of what appeared to be a divided party and he came out with a united party 
behind him�  That was some achievement and he deserves to be congratulated on it�  I am glad 
he will be given time to leave office at his own bidding.

23/02/2017G00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Does the Senator want to change over to the other side?

23/02/2017G00600A Senator: The prodigal son�

23/02/2017G00700Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I will move back next week�

23/02/2017G00800Senator  Robbie Gallagher: Going back�

23/02/2017G00900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Sometimes coming events cast their shadows afore�

23/02/2017G01000Senator  Kieran O’Donnell: Like a horse returning to the stable�

23/02/2017G01100Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I also congratulate my colleague Senator Neale Rich-
mond on his selection as chairman of the Seanad’s Brexit committee�  He has shown himself 
to be a deeply committed European�  During our tour involving 14 meetings in two days, he 
showed himself to be thoroughly knowledgeable on Brexit�  I am delighted to work with him�  I 
ask the Deputy Leader to consider in the near future a rapporteur for the committee�

In light of the remarks of Senator Robbie Gallagher, I believe the Tesco dispute and Bus 
Éireann debacle combined indicate a clear effort to break the strength of the trade unions�  As a 
member of the Labour Panel, I could not sit quietly and allow this to go on�  It is time the Min-
ister, Deputy Shane Ross, moved on the Bus Éireann problem�  We solved the Luas and Irish 
Rail problems and it is now time to solve the bus problem�

What is happening with Tesco is even more worrying because it involves a ginormous mul-
tinational attempting to break a trade union�  That simply cannot be allowed to happen in a 
civilised society�  Workers are entitled to have representation�  I was never one for confronta-
tion�  Representation is what it should be�  People are entitled to be represented and to have 
their union�  No company, regardless of how many advertisements it can take out in national 
newspapers, should be allowed to try to break a trade union or to break a strike�  From that point 
of view perhaps we would get the Minister to come to the House and have a debate on this issue 
in the not too distant future�  When I say “on the issue” I am talking about the right of people to 
organise in the workforce�

23/02/2017H00200Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I rise to support the areas of natural constraint, ANC, cam-
paign by the Irish Natura & Hill Farmers Association to address the inequality in farm pay-
ments�  The ANC scheme, which was opened on 6 May 2015, replaced the disadvantaged 
areas scheme under the rural development programme�  It is funded by the European Regional 
Development Fund, ERDF, which means it is co-funded 54% from Brussels and 46% from the 
national Exchequer�  A total of 95,000 farmers across the State participate in the scheme�  A re-
view, including a scientific mapping exercise, is currently taking place and should be completed 
by the end of June this year�  The level of constraint will be determined by the mapping exercise 
and socioeconomic factors will no longer be taken into account�
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I believe the three-point plan advocated by the association is the best way to address the 
inequality in farm payments dating from the debacle of the single farm payment reference 
years in 2001 and 2002.  The plan advocates the front-loading of payments on the first 20 ha at 
€250 per hectare and increasing the rate per hectare for the next 14 ha to €179 per hectare and, 
third, by increasing the overall number of eligible hectares from 34 ha to 40 ha, with €70 per 
hectare on the remaining 6 ha�  The overall budget needs to be increased from the €220 million 
committed under the programme for Government to €300 million�  That can be done from the 
unspent rural development fund which is estimated over the lifetime of the programme to be 
approximately €400 million�

The EU auditors have acknowledged that the current method of measuring disadvantage 
on land has resulted in unequal treatment of farmers�  Some farmers were overpaid and oth-
ers were underpaid relative to the constraint on the farm�  The ANC review seeks to remedy 
that through a scientific method based on eight biophysical contraints.  I ask that the Minister 
for Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Deputy Creed, would come to the House to discuss the 
review.  The ANC payment must do what it says on the tin, namely, reflect the level of natural 
land constraint�  Above all, the review must be used to right some of the wrongs done to farm 
families in the most severely disadvantaged areas�

Before I conclude I wish to signal my solidarity with those on the picket line at Hastings 
garage in Westport�  They are no different from the Bus Éireann strikers or the Tesco strikers�  
They are now in the fourth week of the strike�  I again appeal to Tim Hastings and to Volk-
swagen Ireland to implement the full terms of the Labour Court recommendations before the 
SIPTU rally organised for Saturday, 4 March�  This is an important struggle for all workers as it 
concerns fundamental issues such as the right to redundancy entitlements and an employer re-
specting the State’s industrial relations institutions�  This is not what Westport, Mayo, the strik-
ing workers and their families or any workers need.  I urge the Taoiseach to use all the influence 
he has to bring about a resolution to the dispute as quickly as possible�

23/02/2017H00300Senator  Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: I rise to raise two issues, one that has been raised on a 
number of occasions in this House, which has a campaigning zeal in it�  It is an issue I raised 
directly with the Taoiseach when he was last in this House and I am aware the Minister of State, 
Deputy Stanton, is working steadily on it, namely, direct provision�  This is not a divisive issue 
in this House�  In fact, it is not a divisive issue in this Parliament�  It is to our great credit as an 
Oireachtas that we do not have any political party or individual who plays the race card or who 
is advocating an approach other than a humanitarian one to the issue.  It would be beneficial 
for this House to have the Minister of State, Deputy Stanton, come to the House to give us his 
perspective on the progress of the implementation of the McMahon report�  Members of all par-
ties in this House would appreciate that opportunity and I call on the Deputy Leader to facilitate 
such a debate�

The second point I wish to make, with the greatest respect, is in complete contradiction to 
what Senator Craughwell said.  I find the current situation unbelievable given that we face into 
the teeth of Brexit negotiations which are very worrying and will have huge implications for 
this country�  I held a public meeting in my constituency last night and some of the statistics 
that have been given by the European movement suggest that a worst-case scenario could result 
in the loss of 400,000 jobs in this country�  The agrifood sector is under great pressure�  A total 
of 20% of jobs in Cavan, Monaghan, Wexford and Waterford are dependent on the agrifood 
sector�  In 2008 the then Taoiseach, Bertie Ahern, went on a prolonged lap of honour while the 
country was on fire and I do not think it is appropriate for the current Taoiseach to do the same.  
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He should be reminded that he is not just the leader of Fine Gael, he is the leader of this country�

While the rest of us are fascinated with the personality competition that is going on at the 
moment between various individuals in the Fine Gael Party, what is happening in this country 
is much more important than the future leadership of that great Christian democratic move-
ment in Ireland�  What we need is a leader who can lead us into the Brexit negotiations and we 
do not need another lap of honour�  My colleagues in Fine Gael can pant, tut and make all the 
noises they want but the reality is that this Chamber represents the entire country and when the 
Taoiseach was here last year he made a commitment to come back by the end of 2016�  It is fair 
enough if his diary was full but every Member of this House would appreciate the opportunity 
to discuss with the Taoiseach the ongoing Brexit negotiations and to implore him not to go on 
a prolonged lap of honour and to take his responsibility as Taoiseach seriously in order that we 
face into the situation collectively as a country rather than from a partisan, party-political point 
of view�  I am terribly sorry if my Fine Gael colleagues are offended by my remarks�

23/02/2017H00400Senator  Catherine Noone: I just disagree with the Senator�

23/02/2017H00500An Cathaoirleach: I am not sure if any of us in here has any big say in the internal goings 
on in Fine Gael but I will leave it to the Deputy Leader to respond in due course�

23/02/2017H00600Senator  Gabrielle McFadden: I was the one who was sighing to whom the previous 
speaker referred�  Before I say what I rose to speak about I must say that as far as I and most 
members of the Fine Gael Party are concerned, there is no lap of honour�  The Taoiseach has 
never sought that kind of admiration.  He has always put the country first.  In the next few 
months the Taoiseach has an agenda for Brexit and he will work to that, as he has always done�  
He has always put the country first.

I wish to raise the review of the regional veterinary offices currently being undertaken by 
the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine�  In particular, I wish to speak about the 
regional veterinary office in Coosan, Athlone.  This office, like others around the country, pro-
vides a very valuable service to the farming community in the midlands, such as determining 
the cause of death of livestock, in addition to monitoring the potential spread of infectious dis-
eases�  That is not only of value to farmers but to the population at large�  Protecting the safety 
of food and the interests of consumers is at the core of the agrifood industry in this country�  I 
spoke recently in this House about rural development and central to that concept is the sustain-
able development of a competitive farming and consumer-focused agrifood business which 
contributes to the vibrant rural economy and society�  That is the reason I would like the Min-
ister to come to the House to outline his plans for the service�  In particular, I wish to ask him 
to consider the strategically important location of the Athlone office and urge him to assure us 
that it will remain in operation�

I understand that it is important that we regularly analyse what we are doing in order to 
improve services and to ensure we get the best value for taxpayers’ money�  However, we must 
ensure that any decision on the future of the regional laboratory service is made on the basis of 
objective criteria such as cost benefit or strategic location and not on the basis of pressure from 
sectoral groups or regional interests�  The laboratory in Coosan, Athlone, and its staff are of 
the highest standard and are well placed to provide a professional service to the midlands and 
further afield.  Therefore, I ask the Deputy Leader to invite the Minister to come to the House to 
clarify his position and ask him to assure us that the laboratory in Athlone will remain in place�
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23/02/2017J00100Senator  Billy Lawless: I propose an amendment to the Order of Business that No� 12, the 
Intoxicating Liquor (Amendment) Bill 2017, be taken before No� 1�

23/02/2017J00200An Cathaoirleach: The amendment has to be seconded, but I am sure that will be done in 
due course�

23/02/2017J00300Senator  Victor Boyhan: I will do it in due course�

23/02/2017J00400Senator  Maria Byrne: I wish Calvin Nash from Young Munster in Limerick who is to 
captain the Ireland under-20s team on Friday night against France and the rest of the team the 
very best of luck�

I also welcome the good news that four new transatlantic flights to the United States have 
been announced from Shannon Airport�  As many companies in the United States have hubs 
and connected companies in Ireland, including in and around the mid-west region, this is very 
welcome news.  The cost of flights will start from a low base of €69.

23/02/2017J00500Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Ba maith liom tacú leis an moladh atá deanta go mbeadh 
díospóireacht againn maidir le teifigh in Éirinn, go háirithe sa chóras soláthair dhírigh.  I sup-
port the calls for a debate on the direct provision system�  I do not believe the system has im-
proved at all since the McMahon report; in fact, things may have gone backwards�  Some of the 
changes have been detrimental�  That is what I am hearing from direct provision centres and the 
people with whom I am discussing the issue�  Last week I also raised with the Leader the new 
application process under the International Protection Bill 2015, which has proved to be very 
onerous.  It is a huge document which has to be filled in within three weeks.  I asked the Leader 
to clarify if the Minister would extend the deadline�  As I have not heard back, I would like to 
find out if it has been extended to give applicants more time.

I have raised the issue of staffless libraries across the country a number of times.  We were 
promised a debate on it, but it has not happened to date�  I am very disappointed that both Gal-
way City Council and Galway County Council voted in favour of trialling staffless libraries.  
I note that even though Fianna Fáil representatives in the Seanad told us that they were very 
concerned about their being rolled out, they voted in favour in Galway City Council during the 
week and on a previous occasion in Galway County Council�  I am concerned that this will lead 
us down a similar road to that followed in Britain where 900 libraries have been closed and 
5,000 staff members lost in libraries in England, Scotland and Wales�  I do not want us to go 
down that route in Ireland�  We have not had a proper debate on the issue�  We were told that it 
was a pilot project, but it seems to have been rolled out as policy at this stage�  Will it end in the 
closure of libraries across the country?  There will be no point in crying about it at that stage, as 
we have done in the case of rural schools and Garda stations, etc�  We urgently need a debate on 
what exactly is being proposed and where it will lead in terms of the future of library services�

23/02/2017J00600Senator  Kieran O’Donnell: It is welcome that Norwegian Air International will operate 
two new flights out of Shannon Airport  from 1 July to Boston and New York.  Shannon Airport 
provides a fantastic service�  I encourage people in Dublin and elsewhere who face chaotic 
volumes of traffic in getting to Dublin Airport to come down the duel carriageway to Shannon 
Airport as it is a far better experience�

I want to bring up the issue of Bus Éireann�  When representatives of the National Trans-
port Authority were before the Joint Committee on Transport, Tourism and Sport yesterday, I 
put a number of questions to them�  I am looking at the issue in the context of the Expressway 
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route from Limerick to Dublin�  Many people in Limerick city are working for Bus Éireann 
and fearful for their jobs�  There is a lack of proper data to engage in proper due diligence on 
Expressway routes�  The service mentioned does not qualify as a public service obligation, 
PSO, service, even though many towns are served along the route�  Private operators and Bus 
Éireann operate from the same points�  One serves Nenagh, Roscrea and Portlaoise, while the 
others will stop at one destination along the route�  The price is roughly the same for both�  
However, a person who has a free travel pass cannot travel on the private bus service�   There is 
anecdotal evidence that the great majority of those who travel on the Bus Éireann Expressway 
service have a free travel pass.  The worry, therefore, is that there is not a level playing field.  I 
have asked the Department of Social Protection, officials of which were before the Joint Com-
mittee on Transport, Tourism and Sport yesterday, for empirical data for the numbers of travel 
passes used by OAPs, people who have carers and companion passes and others�  The National 
Transport Authority does not request data from Bus Éireann for the numbers who use free travel 
passes on non-PSO routes�  My worry is that if the Bus Éireann Expressway route goes, there 
will be a number of consequences, including a lack of competition and a loss of jobs�  Ordinary 
people working for Bus Éireann and based in Limerick are extremely worried�  We need to have 
proper empirical data in order that we can engage in proper due diligence to see what exactly 
the position is and provide for a level playing field.

23/02/2017J00700Senator  Victor Boyhan: I formally second the amendment to the Order of Business pro-
posed by my colleague, Senator Billy Lawless�

The annual report of Amnesty International which was published yesterday and widely cov-
ered in the media last night and this morning raises questions for and criticisms of Ireland, 
notably on housing rights, discrimination against Travellers and the Roma community, national 
security and deportation and refugees and asylum seekers�  The resettlement and relocation 
of refugees were also mentioned�  These have been singled out as the key issues in the report�  
Former Senator Colm O’Gorman is now head of Amnesty International Ireland�  The report is 
meaty and covers important issues�  I would appreciate it if the Leader asked the relevant Min-
ister to come to the House for a debate and a discussion on the specific issues raised.

I welcome the proposed establishment of a committee on Brexit�  My colleague was a little 
premature in congratulating the Chairman of the committee because it is ultimately a matter for 
the Seanad to approve its establishment�  There is a proposal before us and it is open to anyone 
to put his or her name forward, but that is not to say I do not wish Senator Neale Richmond 
well�  He is a former colleague of mine in Dún Laoghaire and I will be supporting him, but it 
is premature to congratulate anyone on the post as the decision has not yet been made by the 
Seanad�  It is part of the proposal we will have to consider� 

We owe congratulations to our Green Party colleague, Senator Grace O’Sullivan, who this 
very week received the most prestigious award of Green Leader of Ireland at a ceremony in 
Ballsbridge the other night�  It is a great honour for her�  It is great that a Member of Seanad 
Éireann should win this huge competition and was presented in a packed hotel with the award 
of Green Leader of Ireland in 2017�  She is worthy of our congratulations and support�

23/02/2017J01000Senator  Colm Burke: One of the successes of the last four years has been the level of job 
creation�  The unemployment rate has been brought down from 15�1% to 6�8% and looks like 
being under 6% in the not too distant future�  While that is very good news, unfortunately for 
some it is not good news, particularly those who have been employed to try to help others to 
find jobs.  As I understand it, there are over 300 people around the country working in com-
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munity partnerships�  I am not clear on what the structure is, but I know that they are concerned 
that the new structures put in place in the past 12 months have meant that their workload has 

decreased dramatically�  This has happened for a number of reasons but particularly 
because more and more people are back at work�  The individuals to whom I refer 
do not know what their future role will be be�  The Minister for Social Protection 

should, therefore, clarify how the 300 people concerned will be accommodated�

We will still have people who will lose jobs�  Even in times of substantial economic growth, 
people will have to retrain�  We need to know how to change the focus for those 300 people, 
who have provided a great service�  In the last 12 months, 26,000 long-term unemployed went 
back to work, exceeding the target of 20,000�  This was a huge achievement by all agencies�  
I ask that the Deputy Leader request the Minister for Social Protection to attend the House to 
explain what new structures are to be put in place to deal with people who lose their jobs but 
have to go through the retraining process�

23/02/2017K00200Senator  Aidan Davitt: A disturbing matter was brought to my attention over the weekend�  
A student in DCU told me that Bank of Ireland has been “pushing”, if I  may use that term, 
cheap loans on students�  He called them “FOMO” loans�  I had to ask him to explain it to me�

23/02/2017K00300Senator  Catherine Noone: It means “fear of missing out”�  I suffer from it�

23/02/2017K00400Senator  Aidan Davitt: Senator Noone is younger than me, and more in tune with student 
life and night life in Dublin�

23/02/2017K00500Senator  Kieran O’Donnell: Senator Davitt is not selling a house now�

23/02/2017K00600Senator  Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: Charmer�

23/02/2017K00700An Cathaoirleach: Prettier as well�

23/02/2017K00800Senator  Aidan Davitt: I couldn’t disagree�  “Fear of missing out” loans are being peddled 
by Bank of Ireland in DCU at present�  If they are trying to encourage people to join the bank, 
why don’t they give them €50 or €100 to open an account, as they did in the past?  That would 
be a more honest way of doing business�  That cycle of short term loans is very prevalent in the 
UK, though not as big a culture in Ireland, thankfully, probably due to more regulation�  I ask 
the Deputy Leader to raise this issue as soon as possible�

23/02/2017K00900Senator  Rónán Mullen: A report commissioned by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland 
has shown declining levels of public trust in RTE�  It has fallen from 68%, to 61% in 2015�  
The Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment, Deputy Naughten, has 
expressed concerns about this, and I share those concerns�  This warrants further investigation 
and monitoring�  It is essential that the State broadcaster has the respect of its audience�  Respect 
has to be earned�  Recent RTE output has led to viewers complaining en masse about a particu-
lar television programme�  The broadcasting authority issued RTE with a warning notice before 
Christmas, after “The Ray D’Arcy Show” was found to be biased in its coverage of abortion 
law.  That was the third time such a finding had been made against that programme.

Last year in this House I called for real sanctions to be imposed where journalists, presenters 
or broadcasting organisations continually breach broadcasting codes�  There is no sign of this 
happening�  In the last ten days, hundreds of people contacted RTE to register negative views 
about the content of the St� Valentine’s Day edition of “The Late Late Show”�  That concerns a 

12 o’clock
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matter of public taste�

Issues of fairness and balance in publicly-funded programming go to the essential function-
ing of our democracy�  It has been reported that John Gilligan has been invited to be a guest on 
“The Late Late Show”�  There are many concerns about the judgment of our publicly-funded 
broadcaster�   The House should undertake a fresh debate about media standards�  More than 
1 million people pay the annual €160 licence fee, and they should be getting a return for their 
investment, particularly given the salaries paid to RTE’s leading presenters�

RTE has made very effective current affairs programming in recent years�  I referenced an 
upcoming programme yesterday�  It did overhaul its journalistic guidelines following the “Mis-
sion to Prey” controversy in 2011�  However, there is still a problem�  What will be the effect of 
this warning notice?  Will we find out how RTE is to put its house in order following the notice 
from the BAI, or will there be silence and secrecy?  I urge the Minister to continue to ensure that 
RTE makes high quality content�  RTE must earn the respect of the public�  I call for a debate 
on media standards at the earliest opportunity�

23/02/2017K01000Senator  Catherine Noone: I thank the Senators who have raised matters on the Order of 
Business�

I do not disagree with most of what Senator Gallagher says on rural Ireland�  Many of the 
private operators will not want to provide the services that Bus Éireann has traditionally pro-
vided, particularly to off-the-beaten-track areas�  With regard to his comments about the Minis-
ter and the Government’s response, the direction has been for all sides to reflect, and to have a 
constructive and realistic discussion�  We are all very hopeful that some clarity can be brought 
to the situation, both for Bus Éireann workers and the entire population, especially those who 
use travel passes and so forth�  I share the Senator’s concerns�  I was frustrated that we did not 
get many of the answers we wanted while the Minister was in the Seanad last week, perhaps 
due to time constraints�  I have been pushing for the Minister to be brought back to the Seanad 
to answer any queries�

Along with Senator Craughwell, I too welcome the selection of Senator Richmond to the 
post in question�  I note Senator Boyhan’s comments�  Senator Richmond is a very experienced 
and committed European�  He has an extensive background in EU affairs�  I will warmly wel-
come his eventual appointment when it is approved by the Seanad�

Senator Craughwell called for a debate on the Tesco situation�  I would be happy to facilitate 
such a debate�

The issue of inequality for hill farmers in farm schemes is not one of which I am fully ap-
prised�  I will speak to the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine in regard to ANC 
payments�  I am sure he will be happy to attend the House�  As Senator Conway-Walsh said, 
this affects the most vulnerable type of farmers in the country�  It is very important they receive 
support�  They should know what they are entitled to, and that they will receive that�

I will pass on to the Taoiseach Senator Conway-Walsh’s concerns about the dispute in Hast-
ings garage in Westport�  I agree that it is as important to those workers as the Tesco dispute is to 
employees there.  Their livelihoods depend on it.  If the Taoiseach’s office can be of assistance, 
I am sure it will be�

I agree with Senator Ó Clochartaigh on direct provision and the implementation of the Mc-
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Mahon report�  I am happy to facilitate such a debate in the near future�  I note the Senator’s 
comments about Brexit�  To be fair to the Taoiseach, he is one of the only people who has not 
been speaking in the media about leadership over the last number of weeks�  The Taoiseach 
works very hard�  The Senator’s concerns about Brexit are appreciated�  The Taoiseach has been 
very committed to the issue�  I believe each Department is engaging on the issue�  I note the Sen-
ator’s comments, none of which I dispute, on a potential threat to 400,000 jobs in the agrifood 
sector, but his remarks about the Taoiseach are unfair�  I believe everybody in the House would 
refute his comment that the Taoiseach intends to do a lap of honour�  That is not his style�  That 
said, I will ask the Leader to arrange for the Taoiseach to come to the House in the near future 
for a debate which we would all welcome on Brexit�  In the context of the committee on Brexit 
that is being set up, it might be useful to have him come to the House soon to debate the issue�

Senator McFadden referred to the regional veterinary office in Coosan in Athlone which is 
an important facility for farmers in the area�  I heard a discussion on the issue the other morning 
on “Today with Sean O’Rourke”, during which it was suggested farmers would have to bring 
their livestock to Kildare to have autopsies carried out�  That would be very unsatisfactory, but 
I do not think it is yet clear what the plans are for the practice in question�  The Senator’s sug-
gestion we have a debate on the matter in the near future with the Minister for Agriculture, Food 
and the Marine to clarify the position and allow Senators to raise their concerns about regional 
veterinary offices is a good one. 

Senator Lawless proposed an amendment to the Order of Business, that No� 12 be taken 
before No� 1�  I am happy to accede to his request�  

Senator Byrne wished the under-20s team and its captain, Calvin Nash, from Young Mun-
ster good luck in the game against France�  We all join her in wishing the team and the senior 
Irish team the best of luck at the weekend�  

The Senator also welcomed the announcement of four new transatlantic flights from Shan-
non Airport which will be vital to connectivity for the mid-west�  I understand a similar an-
nouncement was made in the case of Cork Airport�  It is good news for both the south west and 
the mid-west�

Senator Ó Clochartaigh asked for a debate on the direct provision system�  I would have 
no objection to arranging such a debate�  During my time in the Seanad the Senator has been a 
strong voice on the issue�  I can assure him that the Minister of State, Deputy David Stanton, 
takes it seriously�  He is very committed and I am sure he will be more than happy to come to 
the House for such a debate�

On staffless libraries, while I accept that there is a need to respond to new technologies in 
the servicing of libraries, I am concerned about the trend in that regard�  I recently heard on 
radio - I think I also heard it on “Today with Sean O’Rourke” - a discussion on how the civil 
service in the United Kingdom was moving towards automated services and how this was lead-
ing to the loss of multiple thousands of jobs�  It may be a fact of life that we will have to face 
up to this change into the future, but a debate on the issue would be useful and worthwhile�  
Personally, I would much rather have a book in my hand rather than read one on a hand-held 
device�  However, that is progress�

Senator Kieran O’Donnell also welcomed the announcement of the new flights from Shan-
non Airport�  He also spoke about the Bus Éireann Expressway service�  While his point about 
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the free travel pass is important, as I said in response to the point raised by Senator Robbie 
Gallagher, the small vulnerable communities that are disconnected from the routes serviced by 
Expressway are of more concern�  

Senator Boyhan referred to the report of Amnesty International and its strong criticism of 
Ireland on the issues of housing, Travellers, the Roma community and refugees�  I believe the 
Leader will facilitate a debate on the report in the near future�  It is certainly meaty and deserves 
scrutiny�  

The Senator also welcomed the proposed establishment of the Brexit committee, the Chair-
man of which cannot be appointed until the Seanad has approved its establishment�  

I join the Senator in congratulating Senator Grace O’Sullivan who received the prestigious 
Green Leader 2017 award in recognition of her outstanding contribution to the tackling of cli-
mate change and environmental issues in Ireland�  We are all very proud of her achievements�

The positive outcome on job creation is that the unemployment rate has fallen from 15�1% 
to 6�8%, but, as pointed out by Senator Colm Burke, the reduction in unemployment is impact-
ing on those employed in community partnerships�  The people concerned should be deployed 
for upskilling and training in their areas because obviously they have great experience when it 
comes to job finding and so on.  I am sure the Minister for Social Protection will be happy to 
come to the House to discuss the new structures that might be put in place to ensure we gain 
from the experience of individuals employed in community partnerships�

Senator Davitt raised the issue of Bank of Ireland pushing “fear of missing out, FOMO” 
loans on students in DCU�  This is a worrying trend�  In my day all one got from a bank was a 
Henry Hippo piggy bank�

23/02/2017L00400Senator  Rónán Mullen: Does the Deputy Leader still have hers?

23/02/2017L00500Senator  Catherine Noone: I did not have an Ulster Bank account, but I was very envious 
of friends who did get a Henry Hippo piggy bank�

23/02/2017L00600An Cathaoirleach: Senator Davitt thinks the Deputy Leader is still a college student�

23/02/2017L00700Senator  Catherine Noone: I am when it comes to this matter�  As I said, it is a very dam-
aging trend which I will bring to the attention of the Minister for Finance�  In the lead-up to the 
mortgage crisis the banks engaged in this activity on a much larger scale�  I have a friend who 
wanted to set up a business and applied for a €1 million loan�  The response from the bank was 
that it was prepared to loan her €2 million�  We do not want to move towards engaging in that 
activity again�

23/02/2017L00800Senator  Aidan Davitt: Would the Deputy Leader have the telephone number of that bank?

23/02/2017L00900Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: She has her piggy bank�

23/02/2017L01000Senator  Catherine Noone: As I said, I will bring the matter to the attention of the Minister 
for Finance�

Senator Mullen spoke about the trustworthiness of RTE�  In that context, he called for a 
debate with the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment on the declin-
ing rate of trust in RTE, the level of which has fallen from 68% to 61%�  I saw part of “The 
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Late Late Show” programme mentioned by him and thought it was pathetic and cringe-making�  
Television programmes are, however, geared towards what the audience wants�  Unfortunately, 
there is an increasing demand for such programmes in this society�

23/02/2017L01100Senator  Rónán Mullen: Haunted bread and circuses�

23/02/2017L01200Senator  Catherine Noone: Irish people who pay the licence fee deserve a good quality 
product from RTE�

23/02/2017L01300Senator  Rónán Mullen: The level of bias shown is the more serious issue�

23/02/2017L01400Senator  Catherine Noone: Yes�  The Senator has raised the issue in the House on numer-
ous occasions�  I will take his comments on board and pass on his request that the Minister for 
Communications, Climate Action and Environment come to the House to discuss the issue 
which is worthy of debate�

23/02/2017L01500An Cathaoirleach: Senator Lawless has proposed an amendment to the Order of Business: 
“That No� 12 be taken before No� 1�”  The Deputy Leader has indicated that she is willing to 
accept the amendment�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

Order of Business, as amended, agreed to�

23/02/2017L01700Intoxicating Liquor (Amendment) Bill 2017: First Stage

23/02/2017L01800Senator  Billy Lawless: I move:

That leave be granted to introduce a Bill entitled an Act to amend the Licensing Acts 
1833 to 2008 and to provide for related matters�

23/02/2017L02000Senator  Victor Boyhan: I second the proposal�

Question put and agreed to�

23/02/2017L02200An Cathaoirleach: When is it proposed to take Second Stage?

23/02/2017L02300Senator  Catherine Noone: Next Tuesday�

Second Stage ordered for Tuesday, 28 February 2017�

23/02/2017M00100Establishment of Special Committee on Withdrawal of United Kingdom from European 
Union: Motion

23/02/2017M00200Senator  Catherine Noone: I move:

That, not withstanding anything in Standing Orders

(1) In recognition of the potential consequences of the decision of the United King-
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dom to withdraw from membership of the European Union, a special committee, which 
shall be called the Seanad Special Select Committee on the Withdrawal of the United 
Kingdom from the European Union (‘the Committee’), be appointed to consider the 
implications for Ireland of such withdrawal, with particular reference to the following 
matters:

(a) the implications for the Irish economy of hard and soft exit scenarios,

(b) relations between the State and Northern Ireland,

(c) the citizenship rights of all the people of Northern Ireland,

(d) the Common Travel Area and the Border: movement of goods, services 
and people between the State and Northern Ireland and between Ireland and Great 
Britain,

(e) agriculture and fisheries,

(f) transport, energy and communications,

(g) welfare, health and education,

and to such other related matters as the Committee may determine�

(2) The Committee shall consist of ten members, of whom one shall be Senator 
Neale Richmond who shall be Chairman, and of whom nine shall be nominated by the 
Committee of Selection as follows:

Fine Gael group 2 members,

Fianna Fáil group 2 members,

Independent group 2 members,

Sinn Féin group 1 member,

Civil Engagement group 1 member,

Labour group 1 member�

(3) The quorum of the Committee shall be five.

(4) The Committee shall have the powers defined in Standing Order 71, other than 
paragraphs (2A), (3), (4), (4A), (4B), (6), (6A), (6B) and (6C) thereof�

(5) Paragraphs (2) to (6) inclusive of Standing Order 76 shall not apply to the Com-
mittee�

(6) Paragraph (2) of Standing Order 83 shall not apply to the Committee�

(7) The Committee shall make a final report to Seanad Éireann not later than 30th 
June, 2017�”

Question put and agreed to�
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23/02/2017M00500Business of Seanad

23/02/2017M00600An Cathaoirleach: We have a gap until 2 p�m� and I have raised this issue previously�  This 
is crippling the Seanad but there now seems to be a willingness on the part of the Chief Whip to 
provide a Minister of State or a Minister in future, unless there is an emergency�  I ask the Act-
ing Leader to talk to the Government and the Chief Whip to see if it can be resolved�

23/02/2017M00700Senator  Catherine Noone: I understand it will take an agreement with the Business Com-
mittee�  If the Chief Whip relieves herself of a Minister who has a vote at that time there will 
need to be co-operation with regard to pairings�  I will speak to the Leader about it�

23/02/2017M00800An Cathaoirleach: It is unfortunate that we have a gap of an hour and three quarters be-
cause of the new voting system in the Dáil�

23/02/2017M00900Senator  Catherine Noone: No one would disagree with the Cathaoirleach on that point�

Sitting suspended at 12.20 p.m. and resumed at 2 p.m.

23/02/2017W00100The Diaspora: Statements

23/02/2017W00200Acting Chairman  (Senator  Kieran O’Donnell): I welcome the Minister of State at the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Joe McHugh, and invite him to make his 
opening statement�

23/02/2017W00300Minister of State at the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade  (Deputy  Joe 
McHugh): Tá mé fíorbhuíoch a bheith anseo inniu fá choinne na díospóireachta seo maidir le 
daoine Éireannacha thar lear�  Ba mhaith liom m’aitheantas agus mo bhuíochas a ghabháil le 
Ceannaire an tSeanaid fá choinne an cuireadh seo a thabhairt dom�

Since my appointment as Minister of State with responsibility for the diaspora and overseas 
development aid, my focus has been on supporting and engaging Irish citizens and those of 
Irish descent living overseas�  I have also been actively advocating for them and highlighting 
issues of concern to them both internationally and domestically�  I do not treat this role lightly�  
My own county of Donegal has seen decades of emigration so it is something that resonates 
profoundly with me�  I am passionate about being the Minister of State representing Irish people 

wherever they are in the world�  In March 2015, the Government published Global 
Irish: Ireland’s Diaspora Policy, its first clear strategy statement on the diaspora.  We 
recognise that Ireland has a unique and important relationship with its diaspora that 

must be nurtured and developed�  Drawing inspiration from our Constitution, our vision is a 
vibrant, diverse global Irish community connected to Ireland and to each other�  Supporting our 
diaspora is a key priority for me as a Minister of State�

The Government’s emigrant support programme, ESP, is clear evidence of the strength of 
the Government’s continued commitment to our citizens and our communities abroad�  Since 
its inception in 2004, the programme has provided over €148 million to over 400 organisa-
tions across the globe�  In 2016 ESP funding supported over 230 organisations in more than 
30 countries�  As I have travelled and met with Irish communities across the world, in London, 
Glasgow, Boston, San Francisco, Edinburgh, Vienna, Istanbul, Nairobi and Kampala, I have 

2 o’clock
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seen the very real difference that our funding and our people make and the fantastic work being 
done by Irish community organisations�  For example, just this week in London, I had meet-
ings with Patrick Morrison and Mary Tilki of the Irish in Britain�  I visited the London Irish 
Centre in Camden and had a lengthy engagement with the staff who provide expert advice and 
guidance to those newly arriving in London as well as older longer term residents who are now 
concerned about the uncertainty created by Brexit�  I met Fr� Tom Devereux and Eddie Gilmore 
of the Irish Chaplaincy and Sally Mulready and Margaret Geiger of the Irish Elderly Advice 
Network�  A month ago, I had the honour of seeing the newly refurbished Irish Cultural Centre 
in Hammersmith, meeting Jim O’Hara and his team and visiting Nora Higgins, Rita Andrews 
and their team at Southwark Irish Pensioners Project�  I was glad to be able to reassure them 
all about the Government’s work on Brexit and to give a commitment of our ongoing support�  

Our support is not just about the funding itself�  The emigrant support programme also nur-
tures a wider sense of connection with home and fosters the sense among Irish people abroad 
that we value them�  The importance of that to the Irish abroad and to families across Ireland 
should not be underestimated and I see it all the time in my own constituency�

I have also met with Irish community organisations and leaders doing fantastic work in San 
Francisco and Boston�  I was accompanied by Senator Billy Lawless in New York and Boston�  
While in Boston, I met with Mayor Marty Walsh of Boston and Governor Charlie Baker along 
with Fr� Dan Finn of the Irish Pastoral Centre, Seamus Mulligan of the Irish Cultural Centre of 
New England and Ronnie Millar of the Irish International Immigrant Center�  In San Francisco 
I met with Celine Kennelly and Fr� Brendan McBride, from the Rosses in my own county, of 
the Irish Immigration Pastoral Center in San Francisco�  I look forward to building on this com-
munity engagement when I travel to Philadelphia and New York in March�  We are all aware 
that this is a particularly uncertain and anxious time for undocumented Irish citizens in the US 
and for their families here at home�  In New York, I chaired a round-table meeting with repre-
sentatives of the Coalition of Irish Immigration Centres, which brings together Irish immigra-
tion centres from across the United States�  It was an important opportunity for me to hear from 
them at first hand and to reassure them of the Government’s support for their organisations.  We 
remain fully committed to the twin objectives of relief for undocumented citizens and greater 
pathways for migration to the US�

The services funded by the emigrant support programme include welfare and legal advice 
services uniquely tailored to the needs of undocumented citizens�  In 2016, we allocated more 
than €2�3 million in funding to organisations across the United States�  Our ambassador in 
Washington hosted a key strategic meeting of stakeholders in the area of immigration at the 
embassy on 12 January�  Senator Billy Lawless attended the meeting�  We had an exchange of 
views on how progress might best be made in the new political context�

Amid the uncertainty and concern associated with announcements in the US, including an-
other one this week, it should be emphasised that much will depend on how the executive orders 
are to be implemented�  It is worth noting that many actions in the orders will require additional 
funding from Congress and possibly lengthy lead-in times to recruit and train additional staff�  
Our embassy in Washington is currently working with the Coalition of Irish Immigration Cen-
tres to ensure that undocumented Irish citizens have access to clear, factual information about 
the executive orders, and also clear, practical advice as to action they can take to ensure they are 
in the best possible position�  The Government will continue to use every channel available to it, 
including the upcoming visit by the Taoiseach to Washington, and by Ministers to other key US 
cities, to voice support for Irish citizens and to sensitise the new Administration to our concerns�
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Significant funding and support is also provided by the Department through the emigrant 
support programme, to support citizens who wish to return to Ireland�  Through chairing the 
interdepartmental committee on the Irish abroad, I have been working to oversee joined-up 
delivery of the diaspora policy and also to examine issues affecting the Irish abroad and those 
wishing to return home to Ireland�  The next meeting of the committee will take place at the end 
of March, to allow Ministers to report back on issues raised by Irish communities abroad with 
them during their St Patrick’s Day travel programmes�

We are all rightly concerned about issues that have been identified as potential barriers, for 
example: job opportunities, especially in rural areas; access to affordable housing; the rising 
cost of motor insurance and health insurance premiums; access to schools and affordable child 
care; recognition of foreign driving licences; recognition of qualifications; and social protection 
issues including transfer of pensions�  I invited representatives of Crosscare and Safe Home 
to brief the committee so that Department representatives would have a clear and complete 
understanding of the issues�  I will invite Departments to bring forward proposals on the next 
steps at the next meeting�  I am also pleased to report that over the past decade more than €4 
million has been allocated by my Department to Crosscare and Safe Home, for their work with 
returning emigrants and I am pleased to report that their funding in 2016 increased by €60,000 
on the 2015 figure.

I would be delighted if I could solve all of these issue immediately, but as everyone will ap-
preciate, many of the concerns raised are cross-cutting matters and addressing them will natu-
rally involve the co-operation of relevant Departments and ongoing engagement with industry 
and service providers�  Indeed, some of the issues are not exclusive to returning emigrants�  
Issues relating to the availability and cost of housing, child care and motor insurance, for ex-
ample, are relevant to the whole population, and are issues that the Government is working 
actively to address�

As Minister of State with responsibility for diaspora affairs my objective is to ensure that 
all Government policies are developed and delivered in a way that takes account of returning 
emigrants and does not inadvertently create additional barriers�  Having spent time as an emi-
grant myself I know how important it is for the Government to communicate more, and more 
effectively, with those who have left Ireland and I have made this work central to what we do�  
Our @GlobalIrish Twitter account has gained on average 60 new followers a week since I took 
office.  Regular newsletters are sent featuring and promoting networks overseas to readers all 
over the world�

St� Patrick’s Day is a particular focal point for communicating with the diaspora but through-
out the year the global Irish remain connected with us and with each other through our work 
with Irish sporting and cultural organisations�  Government support for the GAA, for example, 
has enabled the global games development fund�  With our help, people are playing hurling in 
Buenos Aires and ladies football in Vietnam�  With our help also, Irish people and their children 
are keeping up with the cúpla focal in Hong Kong, Paris and Sydney�  Yesterday I was informed 
that, incredibly, 250 people in London have attended an Irish class in the past six months�  With 
our help, Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann is active in Birmingham, the West Midlands, and Bir-
mingham, Alabama�

In May at the Global Irish Civic Forum I will bring together 150 delegates from across the 
world who are working at the coalface in delivering supports to the diaspora�  My ambition is 
that we build even greater innovation and sustainability into community organisations so that 
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they thrive and grow�  In particular, I will focus on digital initiatives so that those organisations 
can communicate better with us, with each other and with the wider diaspora�  The Government 
is also providing support to Irish business networks who seek to help Irish business people to 
connect with each other and seek out new opportunities, including for trade and investment in 
Ireland.  In 2016, the appointment of Ireland’s first Senator for the diaspora, Senator Billy Law-
less, was an important step in recognising the contribution of citizens based abroad�

As regards the important issue of extending voting rights in presidential elections to citizens 
abroad, I am working actively with the Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local 
Government, Deputy Coveney, and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Flana-
gan�  Our immediate priority is to complete the report to Government setting out the policy, 
legal and practical implications of extending voting rights�  I am happy to report that extensive 
work has been carried out by officials in both Departments in this regard.

As we look ahead and consider the review of the implementation of the diaspora policy I 
am keen to encourage even more responsive solutions to problems faced by emigrants�  I urge 
Members of this House to come forward with suggestions and to use the platform of the civic 
forum on 4 and 5 May to continue the engagement�  There must be even greater cross-Govern-
ment policy coherence in their service in the year ahead, and better engagement between the 
different generations of the Irish abroad�

Thank you, Acting Chairman, for the opportunity to address the Seanad this afternoon�  As 
we prepare for St� Patrick’s Day and consider the real needs of the diaspora I look forward to 
the discussion with Members of the key issues facing us, and on the key opportunities we need 
to embrace�

23/02/2017X00200Senator  Aidan Davitt: I welcome the Minister of State�  It is great to see him here today�  
As he alluded to, it is estimated that approximately 70 million people around the world claim 
Irish heritage or ancestry, as well as the 1�2 million Irish-born citizens living abroad�  Fianna 
Fáil recognises the importance of the diaspora and the need to maintain and build positive rela-
tionships with the millions of people of Irish descent around the globe�

Fianna Fáil was the first political party to appoint a spokesperson on the Irish overseas and 
the diaspora, and subsequently to form policy in that regard�  Fianna Fáil is committed to sup-
porting the diaspora through continued funding of the emigrant support programme�  The Min-
ister of State has detailed where much of the money from the programme has been spent�  We 
support, in principle, extending voting rights to Irish citizens abroad in presidential elections�  
Much work was done in 2013 on the issue but progress appears to have come to a halt�  It is 
something we should try to develop further�

I note there are legal, political and policy implications involved but we continue to advocate 
for the undocumented in the United States and we are committed to maintaining a Minister of 
State with responsibility for the diaspora�

The diaspora is a rich resource and a huge benefit to Ireland.  Maintaining and building 
upon our engagements with the diaspora is a core element of Fianna Fáil foreign policy�  New 
technologies and the rise of global media have increased connectivity with the diaspora�  That 
forges the opportunity to engage more than ever before and share ideas, knowledge and influ-
ence beyond the physical borders of the island of Ireland�

The diaspora is of significant importance to this country culturally, politically and economi-
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cally and can help to foster good bilateral relationships with other nation states�  While we gain 
so much from the diaspora it is important that the diaspora is supported by the Government and 
continues to feel the benefits from our continued friendship and support.

My greatest fear in this regard relates to the undocumented Irish in America because they 
account for the largest group within the diaspora at present that is in such a quandary�  I hope 
with all the politicking that has gone on in recent weeks that the Taoiseach will focus on the 
priority of the nation�  This is one of the biggest crises facing our nation�  Some of President 
Trump’s statements about undocumented people are quite alarming, particularly in the Irish 
scenario�  We were one of the forefathers of the building of the United States, and that link 
should not now be broken�  Our undocumented migrants in the US are all there to work, and 
they are all working hard�  They are not there for a free ride�  

I ask the Leader to press on the Taoiseach, as he travels to America, that this is a serious 
concern to Ireland�  If the Taoiseach is to do anything over the next few months, apart from ap-
pearing in the newspapers for other reasons, this should be a priority�

23/02/2017Y00200Senator  Billy Lawless: I welcome the Minister of State to the House�  I also welcome the 
continued support for the global Irish by his Department and the Government�  I have been 
working with immigration support groups in Chicago and nationwide for over 12 years�  I was 
one of the founding members of the Chicago Celts for Immigration Reform�  Successive Gov-
ernments, and the current Taoiseach in particular, have always put the global Irish to the fore 
of Government policy.  The first thing discussed when Irish Ministers come to Capitol Hill is 
the undocumented Irish�  The bipartisan Congress group, Friends of Ireland, met with the Min-
ister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deputy Charles Flanagan, last week�  The representation 
included Mick Mulvaney, director of the Office of Management and Budget, and Speaker of the 
House, Paul Ryan�

The document produced in March 2015, Global Irish - Ireland’s Diaspora Policy, was the 
first clear Irish Government policy on the diaspora.  It acknowledges and highlights Ireland’s 
unique and important relationship with its diaspora�  This relationship must be nurtured and 
developed�  

Government funding through the Government’s emigrant support programme has been pro-
vided since 2004 to non-profit organisations, to projects to support Irish communities overseas, 
and to nurture links between home and our Irish overseas�  This year the allocation is over €11�5 
million�  More than €2�3 million is allocated to organisations in the United States�  

A few days ago a number of memos signed by President Trump sought to escalate his execu-
tive orders on immigration enforcement�  The memo of most concern to the Irish is the hiring of 
an additional 10,000 immigration and customs officers, and 5,000 border patrol agents.  These 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ICE, officials will focus on deporting convicted fel-
ons, and people involved in gang activity and drug trafficking.  They will prioritise the arrest of 
deportable immigrants who have abused public benefits.  Fortunately, we have very little crimi-
nality among the Irish community�  Thankfully, the order exempts those protected by President 
Obama’s deferred action for childhood arrivals�  This covers many Irish emigrants who are now 
parents of US-born children�

This is a critical time for Ministers visiting the United States for the St� Patrick’s week fes-
tivities�  We have many friends in Congress, on both sides of the aisle�  We have to deliver the 
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message that there is a special case to be made for the Irish�  It is very important to remember 
that in 2013 an immigration reform Bill was passed in the Senate with bipartisan support�  The 
Bill gave 10,500 visas in perpetuity to Ireland�  This is the base we should be working from 
now�  The goodwill was there�  I spoke with Senator Dick Durbin in Washington DC just before 
I returned to Ireland.  I wanted to find out if there had been any objections to the granting of the 
Irish visas�  He told me that there had not been one objection�  

We should be using our economic relationship with the United States�  Irish companies in 
the United States employ nearly as many workers as American companies employ here�  There 
is certainly a special relationship between Ireland and the United States�  We should have more 
reciprocity on visas�  This is something that could be worked on�  Many Members of Congress 
have stated that they are going to tackle immigration reform this year�  This is entirely neces-
sary, particularly in light of the recent executive orders affecting these issues�  I would press 
upon the Minister of State and his colleagues that when they go to the US they use their plat-
form to seek out the special relationship that is there�  

The interdepartmental committee on the Irish abroad, which the Minister of State chairs, has 
at its core the facilitation of cross-border approaches to the needs of the returning Irish�  There 
are many issues facing returning Irish�  This week I raised with the Department of Education 
and Skills the serious issue around access to third level education�  A Galway man emigrated to 
Silicon Valley with his children�  He is working for Medtronic�  They are there seven or eight 
years�  His children are highly motivated students who are ready to go to university�  They 
would qualify for the merit programme for scholarships to US colleges but, because they are 
Irish citizens, they cannot avail of any scholarship in the United States�  If they come back to 
Ireland they would have to pay practically full fees to attend an Irish university as they have not 
been in college for three of the past five years.   That is wrong.  The Minister must look at that.

There are other problems which face returning citizens�  These include car insurance, driv-
ing licences, grants for first-time home buyers, farm registrations and so forth.  There are a lot of 
different Departments involved�  We should be making it easy for our returning emigrants�  It is 
possible that we will have a lot returning, as we cannot foresee the effects of President Trump’s 
executive orders.  We should be ready for them.  I am fully confident that the Minister of State 
with responsibility for the diaspora and overseas development aid, Deputy McHugh, will do 
everything possible to facilitate policies across Government to ensure that barriers to returning 
to Ireland are very few�

One issue very close to my heart is voting rights for the Irish aboard�  Along with Noreen 
Bowden and Kevin Sullivan, I am a founding member of votingrights.ie�  I was delighted that 
the public consultation process undertaken to review the diaspora policy reinforced the wish 
for extending voting rights to Irish around the world�  Ireland is one of only three EU countries 
which do not have voting rights abroad�  I welcome the Minister of State’s comments that ex-
tensive work has been done in this area�  It is vital that we progress this matter without undue 
delay�  We do not want to be accused of fudging the issue�  I appreciate it is a complex decision�  
However, we have been able to overcome a lot of other things in this country, so let us hope that 
this gets done as quickly as possible�

The upcoming global Irish civic forum on 4 and 5 May in Dublin Castle will be an oppor-
tunity to connect with representatives of over 140 organisations working with the Irish com-
munity globally�  The people attending this forum, many of whom I met when the event took 
place two years ago, are phenomenal�  I think the bookings had to be closed as we had so many 
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applying�  Of those people, 99% were volunteers�  They came from as far away as New Zealand, 
Australia, South Africa and Zimbabwe�  There were people I had never heard of there�   The 
untold work they do for our emigrants abroad is outstanding.  Listening to them, one finds out 
about the problems Irish citizens have abroad�  I welcome the forum that will take place on 4 
and 5 May�

I know there is a good deal of pressure on the Minister of State now, particularly from both 
the undocumented Irish and their families here in Ireland�  I hear about it every day also�  We 
have to protect our people, but I assure the Minister I will not leave any stone unturned in my 
deliberations with US Government Senators and Congressmen to encourage and promote real-
istic possibilities for a solution�  I look forward to continuing to work with the Minister of State, 
Deputy McHugh, the Minister, Deputy Flanagan, and the Taoiseach�

23/02/2017Z00200Acting Chairman (Senator Gerry Horkan): I gave Senator Lawless a little extra time 
but it was important that as our Senator representing the diaspora, he had as much time as he 
needed�

23/02/2017Z00300Senator  Joe O’Reilly: At the outset I want to welcome my colleague and fellow Ulster-
man, the Minister of State, Deputy McHugh, and commend the energy, commitment and effec-
tiveness he brings to the role�  I am also happy to share this platform in the Seanad with Senator 
Lawless�  The appointment by the Taoiseach of the Minister of State’s predecessor, Jimmy 
Deenihan, as Minister of State with responsibility for diaspora affairs, and Senator Lawless to 
the Seanad is a clear recognition of how Government views the question of our diaspora and its 
centrality�  There is no question about that, nor should there be�

From my earliest childhood the question of emigration impinged on me in a very significant 
way in terms of my extended family and my neighbours�  It was very much part of our lives�  
One of my earliest memories is of seeing a lovely lady crying at the end of an avenue near 
where I lived and asking my parents why that was the case�  They told me it was because she 
had just left her daughter in a hackney car which would take her to the bus to go to England�  
That was the reality of emigration, and it was a reality in every home throughout the community 
in which I grew up�  I am very attuned to it�  As a student I worked every summer in areas where 
there were large emigrant communities�  As the chair of a local authority, I undertook many 
visits to Irish communities in the United Kingdom and in America�

It was important that we had not only the appointments I cited earlier but that in March 
2015, we developed Global Irish: Ireland’s Diaspora Policy, which sought to support and have 
a policy and focus on our diaspora under a number of headings�  

The funding under the Government’s emigrant support fund was continued effectively by 
this Government�  That was initiated in 2004 by a previous Administration�  In 2017, we com-
mitted €11�5 million to that programme, which supports numerous organisations across the 
Irish communities abroad and does very good work�  I am aware that in 2016, €2�3 million was 
given to two quality organisations in America�  That is highly commendable�  

It is a conservative estimate to say that there are 50,000 undocumented Irish.  The figure be-
lies the human tragedy, however, including the painful reality of not being able to return home 
for family funerals or weddings, the living in fear and all that goes with that, and living under 
the radar, so to speak�  I heard one emigrant being interviewed on what I believe was the Sean 
O’Rourke programme - I am not quite sure - who said there was nothing wrong with that but 
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that she could only work as a waitress in bars�  There was a limited number of occupations she 
could take up because she was undocumented�  It is a dreadful no man’s land, and it is a very 
serious situation�

Senator Lawless referenced the fact that some undocumented Irish might be able to come 
home�  That is the case, but the Senator is more aware than any of us in the Chamber that many 
of them are not in a position to come home because of bonds they have formed and their partic-
ular circumstances in America�  It is not an option to come home, and that makes it particularly 
painful and difficult for them.  There is great uncertainty and fear among the undocumented 
Irish now�

I join my colleagues in saying to the Minister of State that we want an all-out diplomatic as-
sault on this question�  We want it to be the major priority around the St� Patrick’s Day visits of 
the Minister of State and other Ministers to America and of the Taoiseach�  Our commitment to 
and concern about this issue has to go all the way to Capitol Hill and to all the relevant person-
nel in terms of what we want done�  There has to be a major diplomatic offensive in that regard�  
I would like to hear the Minister of State commit to that in his response and outline how that 
would happen, and I know the Minister has a similar view of the world in that regard�

Senator Lawless cited the good work he has been doing and highlighted the great business 
relationships between the US and Ireland�  That must be built on and reciprocal arrangements 
need to be put in place in that regard�  There is not much more to be said other than we want a 
major diplomatic offensive on this issue and no obfuscation�  Nothing else is more important on 
this St� Patrick’s Day, and nothing should be attacked as widely as this move�

I am glad that the global Irish civic forum will meet here again in May 2017 and that it will 
bring all the wonderful organisations together�  I am happy to hear that the Minister of State 
has done background work on that�  In that regard, it has been mooted that we would have The 
Gathering No� 2 where the Irish abroad would be the focus and send their representatives home�  
The Minister is probably not at liberty to go into detail on it yet, but I commend the move if it is 
true and if it is not, it should be considered because it is a great idea�  It would be a tremendous 
potential source of tourism, although bonds and friendships have been formed�  It would be very 
relevant in dealing with the undocumented Irish and what we are trying to do in that regard�  I 
am in favour of holding The Gathering a second time�  The previous one was a very successful 
affair�  We should have The Gathering No� 2, with the focus on emigrant communities around 
the world�

The tourism potential in terms of our diaspora is enormous�  We had 8 million visitors to 
the country last year who spent €4�7 billion�  That was a 9% increase on 2015�  Much of that is 
related to the diaspora, and it is very important�

The country has a skills shortage�  One thousand jobs a month are being created in the 
construction sector�  According to a DKM Economic Consultants report for the Construction 
Industry Federation, 112,000 skilled employees are needed in the sector�  For that reason, there 
is potential to encourage some emigrants home from various countries�  The Minister of State 
might respond to that when concluding the debate�

In the contributions of all Members of the Seanad who speak in this debate, and it would 
be the case if there was a debate in the Dáil, the focus is on the one question that concerns us, 
namely, the position of our undocumented Irish in America�  I do not want anything to distract 
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from that�  I look forward to the Minister of State’s further comment on that when he concludes 
the debate�

23/02/2017Z00400Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Cuirim fáilte roimh an Aire Stáit, cé go bhfuil tréimhse 
fada imithe ón am a thosaigh muid ag iarraidh go dtiocfadh sé isteach ag caint linn�  Mar is eol 
dó, is mise urlabhraí Shinn Féin maidir leis an diaspóra�  Tá mé an-bhródúil as an taithí agus an 
stair atá ag Sinn Féin ó thaobh déileáil lenár gcuid saoránach thar lear ar fud an domhain�  Ar 
bhealach, tá sé deacair glacadh leis nuair a deirtear go bhfuil an Rialtas ar an leathanach céanna 
linn ós rud é nach féidir linn i gcónaí na gníomhartha atá ag tarlú ar an talamh ó thaobh chúrsaí 
diaspóra de a fheiceáil.  Ní fiú faic dóibh siúd atá ag smaoineamh ar teacht ar ais go hÉirinn an 
dea-thoil atáimid ag léiriú anseo agus atá le cloisteáil ón Rialtas�  Tá lucht an diaspóra ag rá liom 
go bhfuil na húdaráis anseo ag cur bac ar dhaoine atá ag iarraidh teacht abhaile, cé go bhfuil 
siad ag rá go bhfuil siad ag cur fáilte rompu�  Míneoidh mé é sin ar ball�  Caithfear tacaíocht 
chuí a chur ar fáil don diaspóra agus an beart a dhéanamh�  Ag cruinniú den Comhchoiste um 
Ealaíona, Oidhreacht, Gnóthaí Réigiúnacha, Tuaithe agus Gaeltachta an tseachtain seo caite, 
léirigh na heagraíochtaí a tháinig chun cainte linn go soiléir an frustrachas agus an díomá atá 
orthu�  Mhínigh siad go bhfuil siad ag streachailt leis na mblianta aird an Rialtais a choinneáil 
ar an gceist seo�  Molaim an Irish Lobby for Immigration Reform, Safe Home Ireland agus na 
grúpaí eile a labhair ag an gcoiste sin�

Last week in the Joint Committee on Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, 
we had a very informed debate on the issues facing the Irish diaspora�

Much reference was made during the contributions to the interdepartmental working group 
on the diaspora�  Many third parties such as those in attendance last week had made submis-
sions to that committee, and I know that the Minister of State has said that it is meeting again 
in March, but can he clarify how often it has met since he has become Minister of State?  What 
has the committee actually achieved?  We were told that the work of that committee is very 
slow�  Which Ministers are taking part and what have they achieved?  On a practical level, 
while I was researching this debate I asked for a copy of the submissions that were made to that 
interdepartmental committee and I was not successful in getting those documents�  Perhaps the 
Minister of State and his Department could furnish us with those detailed submissions so that 
we can review them in greater detail�  

The most refreshing point of view I heard during that debate was that we should not think of 
those who emigrated as anything other than Irish citizens, that is, Irish citizens wanting to return 
to Ireland�  The role of the Government is not just as a goodwill ambassador but as the repre-
sentative of these citizens, therefore there is a role to play in removing any barriers that remain 
for those wishing to return�  We are all very well versed in this Government’s rhetoric about 
how the Fianna Fáil-led Administration ruined the economy and forced thousands to emigrate� 

23/02/2017AA00200Senator  Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: Hear, hear�

23/02/2017AA00300Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: It follows then that as some form of recovery takes place 
there must be an increased effort by the Government to reverse this emigration�  I was in the De-
partment of Social Protection in Galway last Friday and we were looking at the unemployment 
figures, and yes, there is a fall in the unemployment figures in the Galway area, but when one 
looks at the age cohort it is clear that one of the major reasons the figures fell so dramatically is 
that most of the people under 34 have emigrated, and that has a huge effect�
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23/02/2017AA00400Senator  Joe O’Reilly: On a point of order, they are actually returning at the moment�

23/02/2017AA00500Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: They are returning-----

23/02/2017AA00600Senator  Joe O’Reilly: There is a net return at the moment�

23/02/2017AA00700Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: -----but there are serious barriers�  I will talk about the 
barriers in a moment�

23/02/2017AA00800An Cathaoirleach  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): Senator Ó Clochartaigh without interrup-
tion, please�

23/02/2017AA00900Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Many want to return but cannot for practical reasons�  It 
is not just Sinn Féin that is pushing for this Government-centred approach�  In 2014, address-
ing a US multinational forum, An Taoiseach said that the job of Government is to make Ireland 
more attractive so that people will want to come back�  I could not agree more with the senti-
ment�  The fact that the roughly 300,000 people who left between 2010 and 2014 were between 
16 and 45 years of age means that most of them will be looking for employment on their return�  
There are many difficulties facing emigrants wishing to return to Ireland, and Sinn Féin has 
consistently made the Government aware of these issues and we continue to put pressure on it 
to act upon them�  We want an Ireland that is seen as an attractive and viable option for emi-
grants thinking of returning home�

Many returning emigrants face difficulties in obtaining car insurance and are often charged 
extortionate premiums.  For example, someone returning from five years in Australia with a 
no claims record may not have that record recognised when applying for cover upon returning 
to Ireland.  In the report by the finance committee Sinn Féin ensured that reference to this was 
made, and will be keeping the pressure on the insurance companies to act quickly�

The Minister of State is currently putting our undocumented emigrants in the United States 
in jeopardy�  Many of those were dependent on their driver’s licence as their photo ID in the 
situation that they are in�  Changes in the way that the licences are being issued mean that peo-
ple now have to come to an Irish department on the island of Ireland to get their new licences 
reissued, and they cannot do that if they are undocumented because it would mean that they 
cannot go back�  That must be addressed as an issue because this has been a crucial piece of 
documentation that many of the undocumented Irish have been using�  

Many banks now demand that recent utility bills be produced as proof of address in order 
to open a new account�  Mobile phone bills are not accepted for this purpose�  It is impossible 
to sign up to utility services in the first place if one does not have the utility bills to back up the 
opening of the bank account�  The banks must ensure that habitual residency regulations are not 
allowed to act as a barrier to returning emigrants, and I am not sure if there is an engagement 
with the banks on those issues.  Many returning emigrants also face difficulty in having their 
previous year’s PRSI contributions recognised, especially when applying for assistance in the 
first few months after returning.  

There is a need for Quality and Qualifications Ireland to update the current list of qualifica-
tions and to respond speedily to requests for recognition and placement of qualifications earned 
abroad�  This issue has been highlighted in various surveys of emigrants as one of the main 
obstacles�  The Government has entered into a number of separate agreements with regional 
governments in several countries for mutual recognition of driver’s licences�  These agreements 
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do not cover all areas of countries�  For example, in Canada only a few provinces have made 
such an arrangement with the State�  Perhaps the Minister of State can update us as to what work 
is ongoing to increase the level of acceptance�  

We have been asking for the Minister of State to come here since we were all elected last 
year�  Without wanting these topics to dominate the debate, Brexit and President Trump’s elec-
tion have added urgency to the need to act and to show Irish emigrants that we can match deed 
with word�  The uncertain situation of the 50,000 Irish people who are undocumented in the 
US and the broader implications of the policy decisions being taken by President Trump for 
the lives of the 50 million Irish people who live there are of huge importance�  This week’s an-
nouncement has been particularly worrying to people who have been in contract with me, and 
the fact that more police at a lower level are going to be given extra powers to stop and detain 
people who have any kind of a record against them is very worrying�  It appears that there is no 
plan or strategy to address these challenges�

The rights of women, members of the LGBTQ community, religious freedom, social and 
cultural rights, the business community and others are in danger of being seriously undermined 
or changed dramatically, and we need to know what supports are being provided and what ad-
vice is being given to these Irish people in the United States�  We know that the Ministers are 
travelling on St� Patrick’s Day, but what is the message that our Ministers are actually going out 
there and giving?

I have so much more I could say on this issue�  A mother contacted me during the week�  Her 
daughter has moved to Canada as a student, and the mother was the guarantor of a bank loan of 
hers�  The bank is now hounding this lady’s daughter even though she is making repayments on 
her bank loan�  The mother is the guarantor of the loan and the bank will not engage with the 
mother, who is actually physically on the island of Ireland�  It is a disgrace�  It is little practical 
stories like that, of agencies and organisations on this island that are not engaging and are not 
making it easy for the diaspora and our Irish citizens to return�  

There has been a lot of talk on the subject of voting rights�  It is time for action�  I want to 
know what is in the report, what type of a model of voting rights the Minister of State is going 
to advocate, when it will come forward and if we will have it in time for the next Presidential 
election�  Those are the questions I am being asked by the Irish diaspora�

23/02/2017AA01000Senator  Lynn Ruane: I thank the Minister of State for his time this afternoon�  I welcome 
the chance to have the debate on the Irish diaspora in this House as I often think that it is an is-
sue that can fall by the wayside in the day to day proceedings of our domestic politics�

It is no secret that Ireland has had a long history of emigration reaching back to the 19th 
century and the time of the Great Irish Famine, with significant emigration numbers in the inter-
vening period now resulting in an estimated 60 million people around the world claiming some 
form of Irish descent�  While I do think that there is a great deal to be proud of when it comes to 
the achievements of our rich, varied and expansive diaspora, with many Irish Americans in par-
ticular becoming leading worldwide figures in commerce, politics and science, it is an unfortu-
nate reality that they are abroad and are succeeding because for a long time Ireland was unable 
to create a country in which they felt they could succeed and flourish.  Today that unfortunate 
reality has returned, with EUROSTAT reporting in 2013 that Ireland had the largest net emigra-
tion rate of any European member state�  Many Irish young people in recent years have found 
that their home country has not been able to support them in finding appropriate employment, 
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housing and ensuring that they are free to build a full and happy life here, especially as a result 
of the economic crash�  As a result many have made the decision to leave, and in the context of 
our recent economic challenges who could blame them?  

As legislators it is my firm belief that one of our greatest political priorities should be to con-
sider how we can attract and convince our recent emigrants to return home�  How can we show 
Irish people living abroad, young and old, that Ireland is a place that they can return to and that 
there is a place here for them?  This is a huge, complex issue that covers a range of policy areas, 
but I do think that there are sensible and straightforward steps that could be taken�  For example, 
to echo Senator Lawless on education, the fact that many Irish citizens abroad cannot access 
free EU fees when they come back here to study is a real issue�  It is not the Department that 
imposes this but the individual universities�  They can change that on an ad hoc basis�  I do not 
know if the Department should play a role in having a universal rule across all the universities 
that they do not decide who they exclude and include on an ad hoc basis with regard to EU fees�  

The most proactive initial step that we could take would be to strengthen the civil and 
participatory links between Ireland and its diaspora�  A diaspora that is able to engage in Irish 
politics from abroad is a diaspora in the country that they have left behind and gives them a 
voice in how the country is governed and moving forward�  As a result we should be looking at 
innovative new ways to politically engage with our diaspora, with moves such as the extension 
of the presidential voting rights representing a good first step.    Moreover, one of the most wel-
come aspects of the debate on Seanad reform has been consideration of how the House could 
become a centre for political engagement and ensure the voices of the Irish abroad are heard in 
domestic politics, as proposed in the Seanad Bill 2016�

In terms of engagement with the diaspora, we should also consider using our embassies 
abroad to enable citizens living abroad to vote�  The university panels provide a good model for 
how the diaspora could be included in Irish politics�  In many ways, I and the other university 
Senators represent the diaspora, albeit only those who have a degree�  In recent weeks, I have 
been back and forth to London meeting members of the diaspora, mainly Trinity College Dub-
lin alumni�  We should capitalise on their engagement, interest in their home country and desire 
to know what is happening here and how the country is moving forward�  We must also ensure 
that representation of the diaspora in the Oireachtas extends beyond university graduates�

23/02/2017BB00200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I welcome this debate�  I will try to build on rather than re-
peat a couple of the points made by previous speakers who articulated the concern about recent 
executive orders issued by the President of the United States�  The migration orders will have a 
significant impact on the Irish diaspora.  Concerns also arise from Brexit given that we have had 
a sizeable diaspora in the United Kingdom for centuries�  The increase in powers of detention 
and deportation in the United States are also a serious concern�

As a country with a history of emigration and one of the highest levels of emigration in the 
world, Ireland has an obligation not only to make the case for Irish emigrants but also to speak 
about migration more generally�  Our history gives us a moral authority and obligation in this 
regard�  When we assumed a leading role in the United Nations summit on migration and refu-
gees in September 2016, we also assumed an obligation to speak in solidarity with all migrants 
and champion the positive narrative about migration at a global level�

As important as the Taoiseach’s forthcoming visit to Washington may be, we must also send 
people to places such as Boston which the Irish-American mayor, Martin Walsh, has declared 
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a sanctuary city�  We must also support Irish migrants in the United States who have champi-
oned a positive narrative on migration and ensure this is part of the message we give�  I hope 
the Minister of State will also bring this message to New York and the city of brotherly love, 
Philadelphia�  

Many Irish people in the United Kingdom have partners who are European Union citizens�  
This gives rise to an interlinking issue not only of protecting the freedom of travel of Irish 
citizens but also of considering the ability of EU citizens to travel and their security in the UK, 
as well as recognising that our migrants are integrated, as they should be, in a vast network of 
people from all over the world�  

While it is good to discuss the returning Irish, we must also be honest about the emigrating 
Irish.  I have stated frequently that the unemployment figures do not reflect the hundreds of 
thousands of people who have emigrated� 

I ask the Minister of State to comment on a few specific and practical issues.  Resources 
must be provided to the registry of births, deaths and marriages to support those who are try-
ing to trace their Irish ancestry�  Will the Minister of State comment on PRSI and, in particular, 
pensions for older migrants returning to Ireland?  While I welcome the support provided to 
this group, emigrants returning from Britain face new challenges as a result of Brexit in terms 
of PRSI and pensions�  Will the Minister of State also comment on the impact of the habitual 
residency condition?

It is important to have political representation and engagement�  The university Senators 
offer emigrants one of few opportunities they have to obtain representation�  I encourage emi-
grants to register for the university panel by 26 February�  However, Seanad reform is needed 
to ensure everyone can have his or her voice heard� 

I have benefited from the J1 and Fulbright scholarship schemes, both of which are very im-
portant for our educational institutions�  I ask the Minister of State to comment on the schemes 
and the cultural links and ambassadors who have played a key role�

23/02/2017BB00300Senator  Neale Richmond: I greatly appreciate the opportunity to contribute to this de-
bate on a wide-ranging issue�  My colleague, Senator Ruane, spoke about emigration from the 
Famine years�  However, we know Irish emigration extends much further back in the past�  We 
had St� Brendan, for example, the Wild Geese and the Ulster Scots who went to America�  Irish 
people can be found all over the world, including Australia, Canada and the United States, 
whose Irish immigrants are represented very well by Senator Lawless�  However, people with 
Irish roots can also be found in less well-known countries such as Argentina�

I would like to use my time to develop the comments made by Senators Ó Clochartaigh and 
Higgins and focus on the members of the diaspora living closest to home, namely, Irish people 
in the United Kingdom who find themselves in uncharted territory and a difficult position as a 
result of the vote on Brexit last year�  I appeal to the Minister of State, who was in Westmin-
ster earlier this week, and the Minister for Education and Skills, who will be in Britain for the 
St� Patrick’s Day celebrations, to use every visit to the UK and every opportunity available to 
them to press the case of Irish people in Britain and emphasise our ideas for solutions to the 
problems presented by Brexit�  They must also emphasise to their UK counterparts the need to 
come together�  

Two issues emerged from an excellent committee meeting we had this morning with col-
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leagues from the House of Commons�  First and foremost, it is time to identify solutions to the 
problems arising from Brexit�  We all know what the problems are but it is time to identify so-
lutions�  We must use all the institutions and forums available to us, whether here, in England, 
Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland and including the British-Irish Parliamentary Assembly 
and British-Irish Council, to find solutions to be presented, jointly with the United Kingdom, to 
the 27 EU member states for inclusion in the Brexit negotiations�  Some of these solutions are 
obvious�

I welcome Irish people who decide to return to Ireland, especially those working in the city 
of London, many of whom are friends of mine�  While I look forward to them coming home, 
many are not in a position to do so as they have settled in the UK where they have found good 
jobs, bought homes and started families�  We must ask what special status can be secured for 
EU citizens living in the UK and what reciprocal status can be provided for the several million 
British citizens living in the European Union, including 300,000 in the Republic of Ireland and 
large numbers in Spain�  We must maintain the common travel area between Ireland and the 
UK�  There is a desire and momentum towards viewing the island of Ireland as a solution and 
ensuring it does not have a hard internal Border�  There is an openness to this issue at a Euro-
pean level�  I and Senator Craughwell spoke to Mr� Guy Verhofstadt and Mr� Michel Barnier in 
the past two weeks and both men regard this proposition as acceptable�

While it is important that we hammer home our long-term goals, we must identify and se-
cure a transitional agreement�  Brexit negotiations may last for two years but the outcomes will 
take much longer to implement�  For this reason, I fear many of the diaspora living closest to 
home may fall into the gaps�  An agreement must be reached as early as possible on transitional 
special recognition of Irish workers in the United Kingdom�  The arrangement should apply to 
all EU workers in the UK and reciprocal arrangements should apply to British workers in the 
EU�  I am aware, for example, that there are large numbers of Cypriots and Maltese citizens 
living in the UK�  Let us make clear to our negotiating partners in the EU and our counterparts 
in the UK, starting with the meetings which will be held this week and next, that we have an 
ideal solution to a very obvious problem that must be resolved in the short term by means of a 
transitional agreement� 

23/02/2017BB00400Senator  Aodhán Ó Ríordáin: I welcome the Minister of State and appreciate the op-
portunity to speak on this issue�  As with most Senators, I have family members abroad�  Most 

Members will recall the dark days of the 1980s when contact was made via long 
distance telephone calls and we welcomed our emigrants home at Christmas time�  
It is often said that the cameras are always rolling in Dublin Airport at Christmas 

time when emigrants are returning but they rarely capture the images of heartbreak as people 
leave on flights to Britain or the United States in the new year.

I am fully conversant with that situation and know exactly what it is like to have an empty 
chair at the table.  It is a difficult reality that almost every family in Ireland has been through at 
one stage or another�  I have a brother living in Canada and a sister in London�  

  We now find ourselves between Trump and Brexit.  Trump’s executive orders are funda-
mentally xenophobic and patently racist�  On the other hand, we have a Brexit debate which is 
centred around the issue of immigration�  We have an international, historic and moral obliga-
tion to tell the world the story of the Irish people�  As we approach St� Patrick’s Day and enter 
the most powerful rooms in the world, with Ministers travelling around the world, we need to 
reiterate the fact that Ireland knows better than anybody about emigration�  We had a country of 

3 o’clock
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coffin ships with people seeking refuge as they fled conflict.  Our country knows exactly what 
the suppression of rights is all about�  

  At this historic moment in time, the first St. Patrick’s Day since Brexit and Trump, we 
have a moral and historic obligation to stand for something that is more profound than our own 
diaspora�  Senator Lawless and myself have been working with the Migrant Rights Centre to 
correlate two issues: the 50,000 undocumented Irish in the United States; and the 26,000 un-
documented workers here�  Both issues are the very same - there is absolutely no difference 
between them�  We who have been working on that project stand in solidarity with those who 
feel fearful at this time of great uncertainty�  

  Almost 50 years ago, in April 1967, at the Riverside Church in New York, Martin Luther 
King made his anti-Vietnam war speech�  He said: “Yes, we must stand and we must speak�”  
On St� Patrick’s Day in that iconic venue there will be an event called “Irish Stand” at 7�30 p�m� 
that evening, featuring writers, actors and activists�  The gathering will include people from the 
Waking the Feminist movement, the Black Lives Matter movement, as well as Colum McCann, 
Richard Schiff, Shaun King, Maeve Higgins and myself�  I am calling on the Irish community 
in New York and elsewhere across America to support it�

  At the moment it is not good enough for us to speak only about our own diaspora because 
people across the world are facing into this new political reality�  They are fearful, but they need 
to know that there is a country which lies between the great traditional powers of Britain and 
America whose people have a story to tell�  It is deeper than just having a St� Patrick’s Day pa-
rade�  It is about the human condition, interconnectivity and realising that our forebears had to 
flee this land, while others are doing the very same today.  On St. Patrick’s Day it is our historic 
and moral responsibility to take that stand�  I want everybody in this House to realise that there 
are people willing, able and ready to do so�

23/02/2017CC00200Senator  Victor Boyhan: I welcome the Minister of State’s report and thank him for it�  I 
would have expected a little bit more on the actual delivery and focus on the progress that was 
made by the committee on the Irish abroad�  I acknowledge that Sinn Féin moved a motion here 
last week, on 16 February, calling on the Minister with responsibility for the diaspora to update 
the House on the implementation of the global Irish diaspora policy with particular focus on 
progress�  I concur with that�

I have tried to do some research on these matters�  The diaspora policy refers to the global 
Irish, the interdepartmental committee and relevant stakeholders, but there is very little detail 
on the progress that has been made to date�  I do not want to start on a negative point because I 
appreciate that the Minister of State is relatively new in his post�  At some stage, however, we 
need to flesh out the detail of the policy.  

I acknowledge the Taoiseach’s brave decision to appoint my colleague, Senator Lawless, to 
this House after his outstanding commitment to the diaspora, which dates from long before he 
became a Senator�  He is a very successful businessman who is very committed to the broader 
context of the diaspora�  Let us be honest - the diaspora is not all about the undocumented Irish 
in America�  We can come closer to home�  A few weeks ago, I was in St� Martin-in-the-Fields 
church in the heart of London in Trafalgar Square�  The Anglican community there is feeding 
young Irish teenagers aged 16 and 17�  There are also 80 year olds�  They run a famous centre 
in the heart of London which feeds the Irish�  My own sister is involved in a help community 
in London which supports an Irish club that meets three days a week on Mondays, Wednesdays 
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and Fridays�  It is in a little place outside Bexley in Kent�  They are offering lunch, fellowship 
and friendship to Irish men and women, many of whom are single or widowed and who cannot 
come home for various reasons�  They are not getting support to come home�  The support group 
is struggling to sell raffle tickets for bottles of wine to provide a few meals for Irish people liv-
ing in London�  

Too many people are hung up on the diaspora for the commercial, financial, business and 
industrial relationships, and the benefits it can bring to us.  I can understand people wanting to 
tap into that�  I would support it, but the diaspora is far bigger than the commercial impact it 
may bring to this country�  

The Irish have an affinity to, and with, each other that is not bound or defined by geography 
or time.  It is firmly rooted in the articles of our Constitution.  The Minister of State will be fa-
miliar with Article 2 which states: “[...] the Irish nation cherishes its special affinity with people 
of Irish ancestry living abroad who share its cultural identity and heritage�”  There can be no 
more clear-cut statement of the importance of the relationship between Ireland and its diaspora�

Over many generations large numbers of our people have had to leave Ireland and make 
their homes and lives elsewhere, but the bond between many of them is there to stay and is 
cherished�  It will reconnect given time, opportunity and support� 

I commend the work that is being done but we need to know more about what this interde-
partmental committee is doing�  I appeal to the Minister of State to re-examine a Bill that came 
before this House back in 2006�  The Genealogy and Heritage Bill referred to the genealogy 
that is tied up with the diaspora�  Much of this work was done by a colleague of mine, Coun-
cillor Michael Merrigan, who is involved in the Genealogical Society of Ireland�  I would like 
the Minister of State to consider the contents of that Bill to see if there are aspects of it that we 
could revisit and bring back into legislation�  

I thank the Minister of State for giving us his time�

23/02/2017CC00300Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I thank the Minister of State for being here because there 
are many important issues concerning emigration and the diaspora�  Like many others, I was 
part of that diaspora for many years, so it is personal to us�  When one comes from the west of 
Ireland it is personal to all communities there, given what emigration has done�

I thank the Minister of State for presenting his report which I have read�  I am sure that 
Irish pensioners will put some of the issues to him also�  My worry is that while a lot is said 
about emigration and the diaspora, it belies the Constitution in terms of the actions that have 
been taken�  I appreciate that the Minister of State has only been in his position for a number of 
months�  I am concerned, however, about the progress that has been made�  Perhaps there has 
been some progress�  For that reason, it is important that the Minister of State update the Seanad 
regularly, particularly on the interdepartmental committee on the Irish abroad, given the merits 
in that�  As my colleague, Senator Ó Clochartaigh, stated, we need to know how many times the 
committee has met and we need information from those meetings about the plans and work that 
have been undertaken across Departments�

I am glad that the Minister of State’s number of followers on Twitter has been increasing 
daily, but this is not just about communication�  It is about truly recognising the inherent rights 
of Irish citizens no matter where they live�  It seems that, when citizens get on the plane, boat 
or however they travel, their citizenship and what it means to be an Irish citizen seem to be left 
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at the port or airport�  That cannot be allowed to happen�

Voting rights for the diaspora constitute a major issue�  The Minister of State reports to the 
Seanad and tells us that the Government is all for voting rights and is working on this, but we 
cannot see any work being done�  It is like the secret service�  We need to know what models 
are being examined and how the situation is playing out�  Sinn Féin tabled a responsible motion 
asking the Minister for a timeline on voting rights for the diaspora, but it was blocked by those 
who block everything that Sinn Féin proposes, namely, Fianna Fáil and the Government�  The 
Minister of State will forgive me if I am somewhat dubious about claims that work is being 
done on the models�  I accept that this is a complex issue�  However, when the removal of the 
marriage ban was mooted, we were told by Fianna Fáil that it was fine for other countries but it 
could not be done here because it was too complex for us Irish�  It was not complex at all�

23/02/2017DD00200Senator  Aidan Davitt: I would have been disappointed if the Senator had not blamed us�  
Sinn Féin blames us for everything else, so why not�

23/02/2017DD00300Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: That is part of my job�

(Interruptions).

23/02/2017DD00500Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): Senator Conway-Walsh, without interrup-
tion�

23/02/2017DD00600Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: Senator Davitt is right because Fianna Fáil needs to take 
a bow.  It has definitely contributed to the diaspora, as it has forced hundreds of thousands of 
young people, husbands and wives to emigrate when it bankrupted the State�  I will give it credit 
for that�

23/02/2017DD00700Senator  Aidan Davitt: Would the Senator believe that my grandfather was born in Amer-
ica?  We were not in power at the time�

23/02/2017DD00800Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: Hundreds of thousands have been added to the diaspora�  
Sometimes, when we use the term “diaspora”, it is as if we are referring to an indigenous peo-
ple.  These people have had to leave their families and communities to find work abroad.  They 
have been forced to emigrate�  As a mother of two teenage boys, I do not want to have to look 
at them on Skype a couple of times a year�  I want to be able to continue my relationship with 
my children and for them to have a choice to be in Ireland�

23/02/2017DD00900Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): The Senator has one minute remaining�

23/02/2017DD01000Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I could talk about this for an hour, but I will ask the Min-
ister of State about one of the issues that my colleague raised�  The Government must remove 
the barriers�  We want to see concrete evidence that the habitual residency clause and matters 
relating to farming, access to motor insurance and so on are being tackled�  Will the Minister of 
State ensure that?

Will the Minister of State also have a chat with the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Regional, 
Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, Deputy Heather Humphreys, about rural Ireland?

23/02/2017DD01100Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): Time, Senator�
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23/02/2017DD01200Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: Would she consider prioritising some of the Irish emigra-
tion projects under her creative fund, in particular the projects in Blacksod Bay and Achill in 
my community?  Could she fund those?

I thank the Minister of State for being with us, but we need to see action�  We are tired of 
sentiment�  When we see action, we will recognise it�  We look forward to having the Minister 
of State back in the Seanad before too long to tell us what progress has been made�

23/02/2017DD01300Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): As there are no further Senators offering, I 
invite the Minister of State to respond.  He has five minutes.

23/02/2017DD01400Minister of State at the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade  (Deputy  Joe 
McHugh): I had a comprehensive reply ready for each point.  Given that I only have five min-
utes, I will try to get through as many as possible�

23/02/2017DD01500Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: We are in no hurry�  We can wait�

23/02/2017DD01600Senator  Victor Boyhan: We have time�

23/02/2017DD01700Deputy  Joe McHugh: I am happy if Members are happy�

23/02/2017DD01800Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): The order of the House is five minutes, but 
I will exercise my discretion when we reach that point�

23/02/2017DD01900Senator  Victor Boyhan: Out of respect to the Minister of State, it would be right and ap-
propriate to hear what he has to say�

23/02/2017DD02000Deputy  Joe McHugh: There is enough goodwill in the Chamber to ensure that we figure 
this out�

23/02/2017DD02100Senator  Victor Boyhan: Absolutely�

23/02/2017DD02200Deputy  Joe McHugh: I acknowledge Fianna Fáil’s role in ensuring that diaspora policy 
was recognised in the first instance.  Senator Davitt referenced the American presidential elec-
tion and the fear of the undocumented about executive orders.  The Senator’s specific question 
was on the Taoiseach’s role on St� Patrick’s Day�  We have a strategic approach�  It did not just 
happen after the presidential election�  A great deal of work was done prior to that�  For example, 
Senator Lawless and I met in New York�  Our embassies and consulates, such as in San Fran-
cisco and Boston, were constantly trying to figure out a strategic approach because everything 
would change after the election regardless of who got elected and the US Supreme Court route 
did not work in the area of immigration reform�

Our approach has consistently been to follow up and follow through�  If it is me in Philadel-
phia or New York in March, the Taoiseach in the White House, the Minister for Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, Deputy Flanagan, in America at the end of January and start of February or Senator 
Lawless at the meeting on 12 January, there is a thread, and it is focused strongly on the issue of 
the undocumented�  I spoke to a young man yesterday�  Undocumented, he has been there for 17 
years�  There is anxiety and a serious sense of concern, so it is up to us to put the proper infor-
mation out there if, for example, there are unrealistic executive orders in terms of employment 
or requiring funding from Congress�  I do not know what matters the Taoiseach will discuss but, 
from my conversation with him, I am convinced that the issue of the undocumented will be the 
top priority�
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Senator Lawless discussed the importance of the emigrant support programme, ESP, fund-
ing and how €2�3 million of the €11�5 million went to the US last year�  That programme funds 
many immigration centres, which give advice�  I have visited them and met great people from 
the east coast to the west coast, including Mr� Ronnie Miller�  They are working proactively to 
ensure that people are given the right advice and are protected�  There are lawyers there�

Senator Lawless mentioned the US Senate’s 2013 immigration reform Bill and the 10,000 
visas in perpetuity�  That was a major opportunity and the Senator discusses it often�  He also 
mentioned the business interactions and the fact that Irish companies in America employed 
more people there than American companies did here.  That is a rich connection and fluid 
movement of people�  I met a young woman from Cork who had a company in Limerick and 
did a great deal of her work in San Francisco with a larger company�  This movement of people 
happens on a daily basis�

There are education issues, which another Senator mentioned.  There are significant oppor-
tunities, and not just in the US - I am getting phone calls from Texas, including one in the past 
week - but also from Singapore and Jakarta, where Irish people are classified as EU citizens 
living outside the Union�  They see the opportunity in sending their children back home�  It is 
something that we need to consider�

I am an open Minister of State�  I got a great deal of help in my previous portfolio, including 
from Senator Ó Clochartaigh when I was ag streachailt le mo chuid Gaeilge�

23/02/2017DD02300Senator  Trevor Ó Clochartaigh: Maith thú�

23/02/2017DD02400Deputy  Joe McHugh: That is how I figure things out.  We can work together.  We can take 
the education information from today’s debate and put it on the table of the Higher Education 
Authority and the Minister for Education and Skills, given the education deficit issue in the 
third level sector�  I do not mean to be crude about it, but it is also an opportunity for funding�  
Let us consider that space�  I would be willing to take up the matter�

A number of Senators mentioned barriers for returning emigrants�  The interdepartmental 
group, which I chair, is not a group of politicians, but of officials from various Departments.  
We have met twice and are due to meet again in a number of weeks’ time�  I have tasked my 
officials with examining the effectiveness of the interdepartmental group.  Ultimately, it is the 
man with his head above the parapet who will get his wings clipped�  I am chairperson of that�  
Ultimately, it is the individual Departments that have responsibility, whether for driver licences 
or issues such as farming, which the Senator mentioned�  My job is to keep the pressure on each 
Department to try to help them make the change�  I am open to suggestions and ideas about 
making it more effective�  I have also written to each of the Ministers in the various Depart-
ments to ask that when they send their officials to these meetings, they address these issues.  Let 
us look at a roadmap for each of the issues and see how we can follow through and keep it on 
the agenda.  Senators are aware, through their own offices, that there are many issues facing the 
diaspora such as homelessness, which will be the responsibility of the Department of Housing, 
Planning, Community and Local Government�  If Senators have ideas about making the inter-
departmental connection more effective, I am open to them�  

I had a conversation recently with a couple who returned from Australia after 16 years�  One 
of the things they mentioned was expectations�  It was one word�  Emigrants have expectations 
but having spent so much time away, when they come back home things have changed�  Their 
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world, community and family have changed and people have moved on and are in a differ-
ent space�  Their biggest barrier was dealing with their expectation of the type of Ireland they 
thought was there�  There are issues such as that�  

The biggest barrier for returning emigrants in the past six to seven years was jobs�  The big-
gest barrier was that there were no jobs.  Our specific commitment in 2012, under Enda Kenny 
and Eamon Gilmore, was that before the end of 2016 we would have 100,000 extra jobs�  That 
has been eclipsed.  Senators will have heard the figures because it was talked about in this 
Chamber�  It is gone to 200,000�  There are jobs but there are also barriers and I want to work 
with Senators on that issue�  I will not bluff and say we will eliminate all the barriers but we 
can work towards a mechanism to keep them live on the agenda�  We can look at this House 
as a watchdog, for want of a better word, for the progress being made�  I am happy to do that�  

Senator Joe O’Reilly spoke about an all-out diplomatic assault regarding the undocumented�  
That is happening and it will continue to happen�  The Senator also talked about the reasons for 
going�  It promotes business and tourism�  The Senator also mentioned the overseas missions�  
The role our missions play internationally is evolving�  I spent two days in London with Dan 
Mulhall and his team.  The ambassador’s role does not conform to my specific stereotype of an 
ambassador’s role�  Dan Mulhall has made presentations on Brexit to the House of Lords�  He is 
meeting with the construction federation and civic society and community groups�  He and his 
team are out there with their sleeves rolled up�  There are people like that in missions all over 
the world�  There are people like Philip Grant in the consulate in San Francisco�  We all know 
the way he dealt with the Berkeley tragedy because it was such a public issue�  Their human 
investment in all these different consulates around the world has to be acknowledged�  

The Senator spoke about organising a second Gathering�  I will certainly pass on those 
sentiments and suggestions�  The Senator talked about skills shortages�  There are a lot of skill 
shortages in the labour sector in this city�  That is something we can do a bit better and use our 
embassies�  In my local hospital in Letterkenny there are advertised positions that cannot be 
filled.  It is the same in Galway and Dublin.  Can we do things differently and focus more on 
sectors, for example science and agriculture, and let people know there are jobs back home?

I raised the interdepartmental issue�  Tá a fhios agam faoi na deacrachtaí atá ag daoine 
teacht abhaile agus teacht ar ais�  Táim cinnte fá dtaobh de sin�  Tá mé anseo agus tá mo cheann 
oscailte go dtí aon bhealach gur féidir linn a bheith ag obair le chéile�  Tá an caidreamh idir an 
Seanad agus an Dáil thar a bheith tábhachtach agus tá sé ar idir na hoifigigh agus na hAirí sin-
searacha a bheith freagrach as na míbhuntáistí atá ann do na daoine atá ag teacht ar ais abhaile�  
Gabhaim buíochas le na daoine a oibríonn ar son na ndaoine atá ag iarraidh teacht abhaile�  Tá 
dreamanna ag obair le chéile ar son na ndaoine atá ag teacht abhaile nó atá ag smaoineamh ar 
theacht abhaile�  Níl an bhealach socraithe faoi láthair fá dtaobh den dream idir-Ranna�  Tá mé 
thar a bheith oscailte d’aon bhealach ar a smaoiníonn Seanadóirí fá dtaobh de sin�  Tá mé anseo 
le haghaidh sin�

The Senator also mentioned the issue of driver licences which has been raised by Deputy 
Noel Grealish and my colleague, Deputy Tony McLoughlin�  They raised it at the Joint Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs and Trade, and Defence�  Driver licences are an issue that has been 
identified as seriously important for the undocumented.  They need to come back home to re-
new their licence because it is their only form of identification.  I spoke to Deputy Grealish last 
night and he is going to formally ask the committee to come and meet with me and my officials.  
We will try to do something on that and we will keep the Seanad posted�
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Canadian issues with driver licences was raised�  The Senator said there are no plans to ad-
dress these strategies and I take exception to that�  While we do not have a magic formula for 
each of these individual issues, we have to look at the type of mechanism that is not working�  
The Senator has identified there are weaknesses so if there are weaknesses we have to try to do 
it differently.  I have raised these issues with officials at meetings.  We had representations and 
a presentation from organisations such as Crosscare and Safe Home and they have identified the 
issues�  They are groups we can work closely with�

Voting rights were mentioned�  When I came into this job last May, I went straight out and 
said I was supportive of voting rights�  I did that with the backing of the Taoiseach�  It is not just 
because of his imprimatur; it is something I genuinely feel strongly about�  My Department is 
not responsible for putting this report together�  It is the responsibility of the Minister, Deputy 
Coveney, and the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government�  Is 
that report being looked at?  It is not just being looked at; it is being put together�  I have asked 
for an options paper to be ready for Government as soon as possible�  That is going ahead�  The 
Minister, Deputy Coveney, is very supportive of this idea so there is the political will from 
Deputy Coveney and the Taoiseach on the issue�  

23/02/2017EE00200Acting Chairman (Senator Gerry Horkan): I have given the Minister of State 13 minutes 
so far and he has addressed four of the ten speakers�  Perhaps he could be more brief�  We are 
supposed to conclude by 3�30 p�m� at the latest�  Perhaps the Minister of State will go as quickly 
as he can�

23/02/2017EE00300Deputy  Joe McHugh: I covered Senator Ruane’s point about the education potential and 
I am willing to work with the Seanad on that�

Senator Higgins raised a very important point on the fears about the executive orders in 
America�  She also talked about Brexit, our history and moral authority and obligation�  I agree 
entirely with the Senator�  I also go to countries wearing my other hat, that of Minister of State 
with responsibility for international development�  I go to places like Kenya and Uganda and 
see the contribution that Irish missionaries have made�  The people working in NGOs arrive out 
there on a voluntary basis�   There is appreciation of the role the Irish have played and for what 
we have contributed down the centuries�  We have an understanding of what migration is about 
because Irish people left our shores and went to places like New Brunswick in Canada where 
something like 51% of the population is of Irish descent�  

We can learn from our movement.  Sometimes figures can be a distraction from the real hu-
man problem�  There are 65 million people displaced; 20 million people have refugee status of 
whom 10 million are children�  There are 10 million children with refugee status so these are the 
bigger issues�  I join with the Senator and Senator Ó Ríordáin when they say we have to look 
at all the other moving parts�  The new Administration in America and Brexit are moving parts 
but there are other moving parts that are part of this overall solution�  I met 2,000 women and 
children in a transfer station in Adjumani in northern Uganda�  When I looked into their eyes 
they still had hope even though they were in a transfer station�  They had hope because they left 
a terrible situation in South Sudan�  We have a duty and obligation to help them�  I will connect 
that point to the diaspora�  My two portfolios, diaspora and international development, are not 
separate�   They are intrinsically linked�  When I was in Nairobi, I met nuns who were working 
as diaspora missionaries�  For example, on one project, Sr� Mary Owens from the Loreto order 
was caring for 124 children who are HIV carriers�  She was working on a project with a whole 
laboratory set up�  This is the type of interconnectivity we have�  Diaspora and international 
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development are interlinked�  People use phrases such as “harness the diaspora” and we could 
debate what that means but where the Irish diaspora is already playing a role internationally, 
perhaps we can work out a way to figure out a lot of the problems.  I agree 100% with the Sena-
tor on the definition and our history of migration and what is our contribution.

On the resources for births, deaths and marriages, the Senator mentioned PRSI and pen-
sions�  The Senator also mentioned the J1 visa programme�  I welcome the announcement two 
weeks ago of an additional 2,700 J1 places in the United States�  The Senator also mentioned 
the Fulbright programme�  On visiting the United States as Minister of State with responsibility 
for Gaeltacht affairs, I got to know young Irish people in universities such as Notre Dame who 
were teaching Irish to American students�  While many of them had Irish ancestry, some did 
not have an Irish connection but had an Irish affinity and it is crucial that we hold on to those 
programmes�

Senator Richmond referred to Argentina and on the diaspora closer to home, spoke of the 
importance of London�  I visited the House of Commons and met a number of people, including 
the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, Mr� James Brokenshire�  While there I articulated 
the concerns of the Government and the citizens around potential issues for the Border and 
Brexit�

Senator Boyhan also mentioned the interdepartmental committee and I covered that�  I agree 
with the Senator that it was a brave decision to appoint Senator Billy Lawless and it was also 
a good decision.  Senator Boyhan talked about the difficulty for the emigrants in London who 
cannot come home�  I saw that yesterday morning in Kilburn when I met emigrants from Clare, 
Galway, Laois and Kerry�  Although I was searching around for a Donegal person yesterday 
morning, I did not come across anyone�

23/02/2017FF00200Senator  Victor Boyhan: They are there�

23/02/2017FF00300Deputy  Joe McHugh: I could see it in some of their eyes�  Some of them have not been 
home in 25 years for different reasons�  There are people looking after them in some instances 
and we have to ensure that the welfare agencies in London and throughout greater Britain look 
after them�  We need to look after them because they are with us�  They are still Irish citizens�  
I certainly will ensure that we continue to support the 100 groups that we funded last year in 
Britain�

The Senator also mentioned we are not defined by geography or time, and I agree.  An Irish 
citizen is an Irish citizen and one does not become more or less Irish just by getting on a boat 
or a plane.  The Irish nation cherishes affinity.  The Senator mentioned the Constitution.  Tá 
dualgas orainn uilig�  The Senator also mentioned aspects of the Genealogy and Heraldry Bill 
2006.  I will get my officials to dig it out and I will certainly look at that.

Then the last Senator, Senator Rose-----

23/02/2017FF00400Senator  Aidan Davitt: Senator Rose Conway-Walsh

23/02/2017FF00500Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I am very disappointed that the Minister of State does not 
know my name�

23/02/2017FF00600Deputy  Joe McHugh: The Senator has two surnames�  I apologise�

The Senator referred to the interdepartmental committee on the Irish abroad�  I accept it 
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takes in the returning emigrants but we must be clear too that it is an interdepartmental commit-
tee on the Irish abroad�  It takes in everything�  I am prepared to work with the Senator on the 
challenges therein�

The Senator spoke of the inherent rights of Irish citizens, what it means to be an Irish citi-
zen, voting rights and the options paper�  It is an options paper which will be prepared�  In terms 
of a timeframe, and this puts on the pressure, it is my intention that we will have that options 
paper to consult with the wider diaspora for 4 and 5 May�  They are coming home, they will be 
with us and it is only right that we consult them on that�  Before that, a paper will be prepared 
by the Department�  I can assure Senator Conway-Walsh we are working closely with them�

The Senator mentioned something pertaining to the Minister, Deputy Humphreys�  If she 
has specific details on that, I will raise it directly with the Minister.

23/02/2017FF00700Senator  Rose Conway-Walsh: I thank the Minister of State�

23/02/2017FF00800Acting Chairman  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): That was almost 20 minutes of a response�  
I thank the Minister of State for his comprehensive response�  I thank all Senators for their con-
tributions this afternoon�  That item is now concluded�

When is it proposed to sit again?

23/02/2017FF00900Senator  James Reilly: Next Tuesday at 2�30 p�m�

The Seanad adjourned at 3�35 p�m� until 2�30 p�m� on Tuesday, 28 February 2017�


